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Saudis retake border town: Iraqi divisions massing
By FRED BAYLES
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Associatod Press Writer

MURRAY. KY

THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia
Saudi troops backed by U.S. Marines today took back the coastal
town that saw the Persian Gulf
War's first sustained ground fighting, the Saudi military said. But
front-line commanders said they
suspected the Iraqis were planning
an even larger attack.

and a large portion of their
tanks and equipment destroyed.
Iraq's official news agency today
quoted the newspaper of Iraq's ruling Baath party as saying the fighting in Khafji was the prelude to a
Far bigger battle.. The paper, AlThawra, called it "the beginning of
thynderous storm blov.ing on the
Arit desert."
Marines on the outskirts of
Khafji said they had been told five

or six Iraqi divisions
di .cast
60,000 troops
were massing
near the Kuwaiti town of al-Walra.
about 25 miles to the west. and
believed preparing for an attack.
The four-pror,ged Ir
.•
that began 1 uesWty ,
appeared to end toet
•-. • .
ont), about i
50 tanks
probe to test
The fight

oner

By mid -morning today, the
remnants of an Iraqi armored column were cornered and under siege
by U.S. artillery. At midafternoon,
a Saudi military spokesman said
Khafji been -completely liberated." though Marines suggested
that some Iraqis probably remained
and would have to be flushed out
fl door-to-door scatches.
The spokesman said a "large
number" of Iraqis were taken pris-

Campus Lights, "Trouble in the Tropics"

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

STATE

Land Between the L. •
cials have yet no :idea
not cuts in TVA 's n,.f
budget proposed by President
will, if approved, effect recrea •.
al servi -es.
In a report Wednesday. B_ ,
wanting to eliminate TVA's
and economic development pro!:
rams for fiscal 1492 and cal _;pei
ing for other
and development pr,
The president, in
A111 be formally prc.suntcu to(
gress on Feb. 4. is recommendi: _
S91.2 million budget for TV
non-pow er programs.
Whether the cuts, if apprt:.
will mean a cut in. LBL servicestill up in the air, according to
recreation and resources man..;:r

LEXINGTON, Ky. ----Democratic .gubernatorial candidate Gatcwood Galbraith turned
himself in to authorities Wednesday and was later released to
a third party, officials said. A
Fayette District judge on Tuesday ordered an arrest warrant
for Galbraith for failing to show.
up in court. He was scheduled to
appear in court on three separate
charges that he failed. to pay
occupational taxes to the Urban
County Government for three
quarters in 1989.

SPOIZTS

N.E1V YORK — A federal
court has stayect, an order that
requires NCR-Orp. to turn over
a list of its stockholders to
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. as part of the phone
company's S6.1 billion bid for
NCR.

FORECAST

LAKE, LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.1, -0.2 below 309.8, -2.8
Barkley Lake
354.3. -0.0 below 313.5, -0.7

.INDEX

John Mechler.
-It's just too early tO
according to Mechler, v.ho said the
future of Bush's recominent.on;
is still unclear.
We do know that no budget :id:,
ever been approved b? Co7.gi- e•,
witheut scrim .tanges,- NteLie7
•said.
Congress. in !act, upped -1‘. A's
non-power budiNt to S135

Campus Lights, "Trouble in the Tropics," a student-directed and student-written play, will open tonight at
8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium at Murray State University. The play is about a group of musicians whose
plane crashes on a tropical island. The play will also be held at 8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and at 3
p.m. on Sunday. Admission is $5 for adults, $3.50 for senior citizens, $2.50 for children three and older,
and free for children under three. The play is directed by Jeff Holden and was written by Mels in Bishop.
Sherry Nance and Sean Bradshaw. Proceeds from the play will help fund a four-year music scholarship at
NISI .

By MARY LAYTON
Grown-ups aren't the only ones
flicking on their television sets to
catch up on the latest developments
in the Persian Gulf.
"Bush was right to start the
war," exclaimed second grader.
Michael Eldridge, who attends
North Calloway Elementary.
"They've been over there six

President Bush was right to attack
Iraq.
But those who protested the war
were very vocal.
"It's wrong, because that started
(Saddam Hussein) dumping oil all
over those poor birds," Michael
Arneson said.
Brandon Kellic said, "Americans
are wrong because we're going
over there just to take over. and I
don't think it's worth Americans'

months. The Americans needed to
start something and get it over
with."
Eldridge is one of many second
grade students from North Calloway Elementary and Luther
Robertson Elementary who spoke
out about Operation Desert Storm.
Although every student expressed their concerns about American
soldiers dying in the war, the
majority of the students felt that

live,
According to
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abFes
nark therrisc;ycs. but
sv hetet or not
a reduction in services.
chani:cs should be released
ti..o weeks, Mechler said.
add.2.d. however, that the
Were proposed without any
kn edge of ush's plans:
Mechler said until the budge:
iniormation is released, TVA Ail]
not determine just how miach of the
funds will go to LBL or its other
recreational areas.
"They (TVA management) will
make that determination when they
the final numbers," he said.

1k,

"fighting will never solve
problems. It will just make people
get hurt."
April Rooker doesn't understand
why Hussein is even interested in
taking over Kuwait. "Why would
he warn to take over that country.
It's so peaceful. It would never do
anything to hurt anybody." she
said.

How did you view the president's State of the Union address?
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(Cont'd on page 2)

A Marshall County fire at a doublewide trailer near Briensburg
claimed the lives of a woman and
her two children Wednesday morning, according to reports.
Marsha Louise Estes, 33, her
4-year-old son. Evan Scott and her
2-year-old daughter, Samantha
Louise: all apparently died of
smoke i nnal ti
to-escape
the blaze, according to a published
repckt.
Marsha Estes called the fire in to
a Benton dispatcher around 8:15
a.m., according to reports.
Regional medical examiner Dr.
Mark LeVaughn was expected to
perform an autopsy today to determine the causes of death, according
to reports.
Deputy State Fire Marshal Eddie
(Cant'd on page 2)
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Bill Haiti
"President Bush has the quality
of leadership necessary to make the
nation full of pride. I hope that
everything will resolve itself with a
minimum loss of lives, and that the
troops continue to receive support."

Joyce Carlton
"1 wish this war did not have to
happen, and I feel bad for our Prisoners of War. I guess President
Bush feels we can not back down,
because Saddam has made it obvious that he won't back down."

Sam Parker
"President Bush's speech was
effectively delivered, very patriotic, it caused people to have a feeling of pride. I think the speech will
be considered one of the greats, as
far as States of the Union go."

he as wrong for waiting so long.
Constance said she is scared that
the United States A '1 lose the war

Marshall Co. fire
claims mother,
two children early
Wednesday morning

In other words...

April Dumanski
"I think Bush is doing a good
job especially his supporting our
troops. I wish that instead of going
to war and losing people and
money, that there would be something else we could do."

;k:vcri Prince feels „.. •
"o:h right and wrong. ".vkc don't
A.Int the war ta start." he said, "but
we have to get ;t over With soon.Bush was right to attack Iraq,
according to Constance Carter but
A ,..

Austin

One Section — 14 Pages
Classifieds
12, 13
Comics
12
Crosswords
11
Dear Abby
10
Horoscope
6
Murray Today
6, 7
Obituaries
14
Perspective
4
Sports
8, 9
1-ulistrittil-it1iu love
receised their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

LAND
BETWEEN THE
LAKES

Second graders speak out about the Gulf war
Murray Lodger & Tunas Staff Writer

Thursday: Mostly sunny.
High near 40. Northwest wind 5
to 10 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny and
milder. High 50 to 55.

(Cont d on page 2)

LBL unsure if president's
proposed cuts will stand

.m.1•1••

I3USINESS

said the Marir.es
killed late 1 iaesday alo%

A

TYRE, Lebanon ---- Arab
guerrillas and Israeli gunners
fought shelling duels in south
Lebanon for a third day, and
Israeli-backed Lebanese militiamen Wiled three Arabs today
in Israel's self-proclaimed security zone.

LOS ANGELES — Hall of
Fame pitcher Don Drysdale was
charged with two misdemeanor
counts of driving under the
influence of alcohol.

American ground casualties. Gen
II Norman Schwarzkopf, the corn
r::ardcr of the American forces.
had said Wednesday that 12 Mar:nes were killed. but staff officer,.
tit the
Marine Division's headytilriers
put Inc number at
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Kohlenberger
agrees to give
$8,000 to MIID
Drug Unit's Fund

MSU student production

The Murray State Music Department encourages the community to see its newest production, Campus
Lights, -Trouble in the Tropics." It is a student-written and student-directed play that will be held in
Losett Auditorium at 8 p.m. tonight. Friday and Saturd.o. and at 3 p.m. on Sunday. For more information about the pla. call 762-4288.

Ader town...
(Cont'd from page 1)

sites, Schwarzkopt said
"By every measure, our campaign is very much on schedule.he said.
But the commander also sounded
a note bf caution: ''There's no %I.ay
that I'm suggesting that the Iraqi
army is close, to captulation and
going to give up.- The Iraqis. he
said -certainly have a lot of light
left in them.That as more than clear when
Iraqi forces backed by armored
L.n:ts slammed slammed into Saudi
Arabia beginning Tuesday night.
Late Wednesday. Saudi light
.rrnored forces reached the center
Khafji, but the Marines pulled
back under heavy Iraqi rocket fire.
-Let's get the hell out of here,houted a Marine captain in
with a mounted TOW art.-tank
„

on V.ednesday and four others
were heacned
Br]..!sh: warplanes also flew
- Hund attac-k missions toci3yIn
of allled forces at Khalil.
an Iraq. Icommando camp
emplacements.
IraLn
7eg Commander Ray.
S
.

I

_

said
artiers and
of Iraq's elite
Ita:ian
-- As:ons ',oda%
s or. CNN
If

•

I

When the Iraqi columns lir.:
•,:7-ack from Kuwait early Wednesday. some advancing T-55. tanks
nact their guns facing rearward -- • a
hut the Iraqi's
s.gn of surrender
then opened fire. the Marines
reported.
Coalition officers said Iraqi
casualties in fighting Tuesday and
Wednesday were heavy but gave
no numbers_ They said 21 Iraqis
.were taken prisoner, and about two
doten Iraqi tanks and personnel
arr ers were destroyed.

k7

In a plea agreement, Hetzel Marie Kohlentierger, has agreed to pay
S8,000 to the Murray Police
Department Drug Fund, according
to MPD Chief Larry Elkins.
Kohlenberger, 52, a former Murray business woman, appeared in
calloway County Circuit Court
Ja.b. 25. Kohleriberger was arrested
Oct. 26, 1989, by MPD Dectective
Rickey Latimer at 9 p.m. near the
intersection of Kentucky 732 and
Kentucky 94 East, Elkins said. She
was charged and later indicted by a
grand jury for conspiracy to traffic
three pounds of marijuana, Elkins
said.
In lieu of seizure of a 1990 Honda, Kohlenberger, in a plea agreement, was allowed to pay S8,000 to
the drug fund.
According to Elkins, who was
appointed administrator of the local
police department in November,
1989, he immediately decided to
begin a committment to enforce the
drug laws and make arrests of illicit drug dealers.
In January, 1990, incoming Murray Mayor Bill Cherry joined Elkins with his committmcnt to crcat
within the police department a narcotics section whose sole responsibility was to investigate and assist
in the prosecution of drug law
violators.
Detective Latimer, whose former
general investigation duties
included homicide, robbery, burglary, theft and drug investigations,
was appointed to the position of
narcotics detective. Latimer, the
new narcotics division commander
of the police department. established a good working relationship
with the Kentucky State Police
Drug Unit.
The Murray Police Department
Drug Enforcement Unit is now in
the second year of operation and
Elkins said he is very much pleased
with the progress of the section.
In 1989, the police department
opened the Murray Police Department Drug Fund account to deposit
the proceeds from forfeited property and money seized in drug
arrests. Money in the drug fund is
being used to comduct investigations and purchase intelligence
gathering equipment.
To date. the section, in cooperation with the state police, has made
22 arrests -for drug trafficking and
taken over ;$15.000 into the drug
fund.

Bush declares parts
of state disaster areas

Second graders...
(Cont d from page 1)

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Presi:ent Bash on Wednesday- declared
parts of Kentuck'y in a state of disto be aster because of floodirtg last
month.
The disaster declaration makes
the affected counties eligible for
,e
e.t.ng our federal disaster aid, including
grants and loans to businesses.
• n ,. duals and public facilities.
-le declaration covers the couns of Boyd. Breathitt, Casey
Lawrence. Magoffir,
'slcCracken, Owsley. Perry
Wayne. which were hard hit by
,:orms and flooding Dec. 6.

Fire claims...
•,.!

2,cw. ar ,nated,
r"

Mornings Are Fun
On

VITUS01340
6-9 a.m.
Gary Powley & Chuck
Shuffett

9-11 a.m.
Lon Sosh

Good Time Show

a

_
arms
.1 has rH,,..ikt:.1
back of 11.- he adde.:'
f-,ancry said rc
and long. .ike
and Jaime Forrester said "tne-;
ike firecrackers being shot 4
Shannon Young thinks the rh,ssiles look fiecesome
"big and
long, like knives." But Michael
Eldridge didn't think they looked
so scary. just "big arid rohuge hotdog.-

Auto Insurance

(Cont'd from page 1)
Clark said he was uncertain what
caused the fire but that it apparently began in a rear corner of the
trailer in or near the kitchen.
Firemen arriving at the scene
were unable to enter the home by
more than a few feet because of the
intense heat, according to reports
Firemen could not enter the
burning trailer once they arrived at
the scene due to the intense heat,
according to Estes' aunt, Barbara
Tucker.
The deaths were the second firerelated fatalities in Marshall County in the last 12 days. Four people
lost their lives in Benton when
their home burned Jan. 20.

Loq.t-

ôarn.-lOprn
Daily

aaloin
lestausart 12th & Sycamore

Firemen respond
to fire at local home
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a possible structure
fire at a local residence Wednesday
night, according to .department
spokesman.
A light fixture was found smouldering at the home of Thomas
Knowland at 500 S. Ninth Street,
according to reports.
An obstruction found in the attic
space above the fixture was also
damaged and smouldering, the
spokesman said.
The obstruction was removed,
from the home and firemen advised
the homeowner to cut power to that
circuit and .to call an electrician
according to the report.

McCracken County
inmates conspire
for one's escape
An inmate at the McCracken
County Jail apparently escaped
while posing as another inmate,
according to a published report.
The escapee, Robert Galusha.
19, was in a cell with James Fuller,
whose seven-day jail term on a
DUI charge had just ended, according to the report.
Galusha assumed Fuller's identity after jailers asked Fuller to step
out of the cell before his release,
the report said.
Galusha described Fuller's personal belongings and signed Fuller's name before leaving the jail,
police said:
Fuller. a McCracken County
resident, will likely be charged
with complicity to escape. Galusha
also faces additional charges.
police said.

Have we got a
deal for you...

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE

Compare Prices and Save!

WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M

ROSS INSURANCE
'6th & Main

753-0489

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 11.
753-808C) - Pvl Potty Room Available
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Ethel Norsworthy

Norsworthy celebrates 100th
By JO BURKEEN
Murray Liedg•r & Times Stall Writer

Mrs. Ethel Norsworthy will reach a birthday Sunday'. Feb. 3, that most
of us never dream of celebrating.
It was on Tuesday. Feb. 3, 1891, that Ethel Boggess was born to the
late Mr. and Mrs. Allen Boggess in Calloway County, and she has continued to live in this county all of her life.
Her home is in the northwestern part of Calloway County and her mailing address is Rt. 3, Benton, for those who would like to send her cards or
remembrances on Sunday.
Because of her failing health, no formal celebration will he planned.
Her daughter, Mattie Norsworthy. who resides with her Mother said a
small family event with, a spefial cake is planned.
"Miss Ethel" as she is called by Her many' friCrids has outlived her two
husbands, Ed Anderson and W.E. Norsworthy, one daughter,•01a. Darnell
and her husband, °Han: three sons. 011is Anderson. Wendell Norsworthy
and Boyd Norsworthy: and one grandson, Zane Darnell.
Until recently, the children, grandchildren, great-grandLhildren, and
maybe great-great-grandchildren would assemble at the Nor,worths horm:
on Christmas Eve for the annual family gathering.
Food was spread and "Miss Ethel" enjoyed the ‘;img ot her r11:111.!%
family members who now assist in caring for her at hr i
"She is able to be up' and sits or rests on the
day. She still talks some with her family
.
daughter said.
Her other living daughter is Mrs. Mildred Loltoi,
and her one living son is Earl Wade Norsworthy
other three daughters-in-law are Dorys Norswortk.
and Lavern Anderson.
Her grandchildren are Roger Lofton and wife, lc-H..
and wife. Teresa, Keith Norsworthy, Stephen Norsworthy, Kay San,
white. Ken Norsworthy and wife, Teresa. Gail Burkeen and hushai
Dennis B., Terry Sheridan, Pam Furgerson and husnand, Iioh. RudJ
Anderson and wife, Glenda, Jimmy Anderson and wile. Carolyn. lirernli
Jones and husband, Barton, Orlane Cossiboom and lidshand. WesIcy,
tavonne Yates and husband, Glen.
-Miss Ethel" has '22 great-grandchildren arid \i .,. grat-re,.
grandchildren.
When we think of the history. that Mrs. Norworthy
is amazing.
s;%:Le
She has seen the coming of the automobile. airp
sion, stock market crash in 1929; the 18th amendmc..: to the Conti:4t]ih
for prohibition in 1919 and later the 21st amendment repealing prohih.Don in 1933; the 19th amendment giving women the right to sole in 1920.
There were only 44 states in the United States when Mrs. Norsworthy
was born. States coming into the union since 1891 include Utah. Oklahoma, New Mexico. Arizona, Alaska and Hawaii.
Benjamin Harrison was serving as the 23rd president of the United
%ACC p7LlerIt.
States when she was born in 1891. Levi P. Morton
During her lifetime 18 other persons have served as presidents inciudil if
nge the present George Bush. Just think of the many 'courity. state and
national elections with the many candidates she has seenrl throughout her
With the present Middle East War, she has used through SpanishAmerican War, World War I, World War II. Korean War and Vietnam
War.
Her great-grandson, Jeff Cossiboom, and her great-grandson-in-law, Joe
Donota, are serving with the Armed Forces in Saudi Arabia.
As we honor "Miss Ethel" on her 100th birthday, we think of the prayer
by -Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr, a professor of Applied Christianity at Union
Theological Seminary, New York City: "Heavenly Father, give us serenity to accept what cannot be changed, courage to change what should be
changed and wisdom to know one from the other."

Tennessee man's
Teen-ager plunges
manslaughter case off Kentucky Dam
to go to grand jury
A Grand River teen-ager appaA Union City, lain. man facing
a second-degree manslaughter
charge will have his case reviewed
by a Graves County grand jury
Feb. 11, according to a published
report.
John P. Tanner, 19, was also
charged with first-degree wanton
endangerment and DUI after the
car he was driving left the road,
overturned and struck a tree near
off Kentucky 129 near Dukedom
on Dec. 14, killing 20-year-old
Jason T. Robinson, a passenger.
Tanner pleaded not guilty on
Jan. 17. He remains free on a
S20,000 cash bond.

rently escaped serious injuries after
his car plunged off the Kentucky
Darn Wednesday morning.
Willis E. Rhodes. 16, was westbound on the dam on U.S. 641
when his car apparently skidded on
a patch of ice, struck a curb,
crossed the centerline, travelled
down a U.S. Corps of Engineers'
service road and plunged into the
water around 8 a.m., according to a
published report.
Officials at the dam did not
know if Rhodes was injured or if
the service road was blocked off
before the accident, according to
the report.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
ME 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 611 N.
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by Dr. Joe Fuhrmann
How to Make Money in Coins,
Part 1: The Junk Silver Market
In my last column, I noted that coin
collecting is a broad-based hobby.
Granted, there are fewer serious coin
collectors in the United States than
serious collectors of stamps and baseball cards. But millions of Americans
have caches of coins salted away.
Most of this material will never be
worth more than face value, as I
explained in my previous column. Yet
the propensity of so many to hoard
obsolete coins and bills shows that
millions hope to make money somehow - from the market.
Today I am beginning a series with
specific tips on how to make money
from coins.
First, I recommend the junk silver
coin market. These coins are too
highly circulated to be of interest to
collectors, hence the term "junk."
These coins are valued strictly for
their silver. Silver is now selling for
just under $4 an ounce, which is an
amazingly low price. 1 do not believe
that price can go much lower, hence
silver is a good investment at current
prices. The problem is to find junk
silver at a price which will net a
reasonably quick profit on your investment.
Most dealers are paying 3 times
face value for junk dimes, quarters
and half-dollars, and selling them for
5 times face value: If the price of
silver doubled to S8 an ounce. you
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Science teacher Linda Patterson,
who initiated the recycling project as part of an enrichment course she
teaches on recycling, explains that the
students operate the center as a business, with profits turned over to the
school to support various projects.
Rather than tying bundles of newspapers with string. Patterson advises
folding them in half and slipping them
inside a brown paper grocery sack;
another sack slipped over the open
end locks papers inside. The method.
produces a tidy, stackable package.
and it also keeps messy black newsprint off clothing. The paper sacks are
recycled along with the newspapers.
Newspapers for recycling cannot
include any glossy or slick pages.
such as that used for advertising
inserts and Sunday magazine supplements. Calloway County Middle
School is the only collection center in
the county which still accepts newspapers.
As there is cutrently no market in
all of western Kentucky for newspapers, Patterson says the students are
simply storing the newspapers until a
market opens up.
There are several commercial recycling collection firms operating in
Murray and Calloway County.
KGA Recycling, on the corner of
Seventh and Main Streets, accepts
aluminum cans, glass and plastic
containers, paper and cardboard, and
scrap metal. Prices paid for recyclable
materials vary, with some items being
taken as a service to the community.
KGA, which is operated by Kenny
Gallimore, is open on Tuesday' and
Thursday, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Murray Recycling, on Highway
641 North, takes and pays for aluminum,old appliances, and scrap metal.
Open hours vary.
Kroger is currently the only local
foodstore which will recycle its consumer goods. Kroger will pay for
aluminum cans and paper bags (for
reuse with grocery orders) and will
take, as a service to the community,
plastic bags, soft plastic - containers
(e.g., liter soft drink bottles, gallon
milk jugs), and glass containers(such
as jam and jelly jars and condiment
jars). Collection bins are outside.
under the canopy; a stockman will
weigh cans for payment.
All containers used for food should
be rinsed clean. Metal tops, rings and

could sell these dimes, quarters and investments.
half-dollars to dealer at a AA profit
Dealers might also give you a better
on your investment --- which isn't bad. pnce if you were willing to shell out
The problem is: how soon is the larger sums of money - say $50 or
price of silver likely to double from Its more - and perhaps on a regular
current level? Even if you believe - basis. Your risk in doing this, I think,
as I do- that the price of silver will is small. The rewards might be imrise, it will probably take some time pressive over the next 3-5 years.
for the precious metal to go to as high
Beware of Kennedy half-dollars
as $8. To make money in the mean- minted from 1965 through and includtime at lower price levels, you have to ing 1969. Whereas silver coins dated
find people who are willing to sell
1964 or earlier are 909k silver, the
junk dimes, quarters and half dollars 1965-1969 Kennedies are only 40%
at less than 5 times face value. It's silver. They should be bought and
tough, but armed with this knowledge sold at four-ninths of the equivalent
and a bit of persistance. you can go prices of 90% silver coins. To keep it
forth.
simple, let me say it like this: a 400/c
What you need to find rs sellers silver half-dollar should buy and sell
who will part with junk silver dimes, at the same price as 2 junk silver
quarters and half-dollars at I times (limes.
face value, or as close to that as
By the way'. during World War 11
possible.
the U.S. was so strapped for nickel
Private sellers might do this, knowthat we issued nickel-less nickels with
ing that if you pay them 11'for a dime, 35% silver content. These coins are
81'for a quarter and SI 65 for a half. dated 1942-1945. When you get used
dollar, they are getting 10% more than
to them they are extremely dark
dealers will pay. When silver hits $5
you'll spot them at a glance. But It
an ounce -and I'm sure it will do that give beginners a :ip: silver maels
in time
you will find yourself have a large -P.- "I).- or "S' mintmark
positioned to make a profit on such above W.; nese coins should

• The Area Recycling Committee
will hold its next general meeting or
Monday. February 4, at 8 p.m. in thc
meeting room of the Calloway
County Public Library.
According to Chairman Pat
mem. the meeting will focus on ;
and acti$,ities scheduled for the
few months.
Interested members of the
munity are also invited to attenui:..
subcommittee meeting for Education
which will begin at? p.m., also in the
library.

Service
Notes
Pvt. Joseph A. Phillips has completed basic training at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
During the training,.he received
instruction in drill and ceremonies.
weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy, military justice, first
aid, and Army history and
traditions.
He is a 1988 graduate of Marshall County' High School.
Army Spec. Michael A. Townsend has been decorated with the
Joint Service Achievement.
The medal is awarded to an individual for meritorious service, acts
or courage, or other outstanding
accomplishment. This is his second
award.
Townsend is a unit supply specialist at the U.S. Army Garrison,
Bayonne, N.J. He-is a 1982 graduate of Calloway County' High
School.
He is the son of Roy G. Townsend and stepson of Martha Townsend of 802 Sharpe St., Murray.
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Hurry! Coupons Good Thru Saturday. February 2 Only!
Don't Miss Out! Bring Your Coupons in for Huge Savings'

900 OFF COUP• N
359.95

Reg
Coupon

,

100.00

25995

YOUR

COST

III
_

$60 OFF COUPON *60 OFF COUPON

•
•
•
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•
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Reg
-
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• 20-Channel
Action Scanner coupo
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Co-upon

YOUR

COST

Low As 515 Per Month •

10995

O

Digital stereo anyvvhere' .42 502€

IL
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Illimmummummdl

OTHER OUTSTANDING VALUES
Remote-Control VCR

TAND I
1000 TI. 2
C ompu ter
Arith Color
Monitor

cut 26995

s30

acy
4 Concrete
Steel Ser.$c e
Mosonoe
Floor
Deo.
V.riy1Sodong

4X 4
Rooted
Curb

• PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
• FREE ESTIMATES

WiHardboard Siding
1,/1 Car (1b20)
PAO
2 Car (18120)
$3,180
Large 2 Ca (22122) $3,480
2112 Car (24124)
$3,780
Large 21/2 Cat (2460) $4,180

W/Vinyl Siding &
Overhang Covered
1112 Ca (12x20)
$2,
2 Car (ism
$3,580
large 2 Car (2a22) $3,984
21/2 Ca (2444)
$4,080
Large 2'/2 Car (2440) $4,680

GIVE US A CALL TO SET UP A TIME TO SEE OUR DISPLAY

".‘
•

Cellular
Phone

Save 185

r.

Reg 299 95
Low As 515 Per Month •

*

Ttmer, HO

tm,elikda$4,

8mm Camcorder

PC With 20MB HD

$100 s799

Save
s5„

Save

Reg 899 00

Reg Separate
Items 1699 85
Low As $36 Per Month.
.
25-1602/1043/1045

Low As $25 Per Month •

With accessories

Cordless Phone
CUt

6995

s30

Reg. 99.95

S399

pg ,r1,dra'p
'tem, 5F,4

Low As 515 Per Month

2-Way Speaker With
Massive 15" Woofer

Tone pulse .43-557

Cut $70 9995

Save 6995
330 Reg. 99.95

7amm
I I

Each

Reg. 169 95
Low As 515 Per Month.

100-watt capacity
nut veneer

Wal-

#40- 1125

•le

Tone/pulse .43-611

Cut
24%

Hi-Power Car Stereo

Cut $50 9995

1888

Low As $15 Per 114or,tr
•

Reg 24.95

DELUXE MODELS

COST
MUR 12995

O

Low As 515 Per Month
02C 1 ,-•t;

189.95
60.00

169.95
60.00

Reg. 149.95 .12-1930

Moroety 04 C010•11

osc la
-7 • Ply.00d
Alum or Wood
Deck.o9
C o•rimed

Portable
CD With
AM/FM

0
• 6 T.?'

Weatheradio Receiver

Root.rog

MINEW110.11111111•111•11k
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AS S15 Per M

40-Memory Speakerphone

COMPLETELY ERECTED,INCLUDING CONCRETE FLOOR!
WE BUILD ANYWHERE! CARPENTER BUILT! NOT PRE-FABS

be bought and sold at 80% of the
going rate for a silver dime. To keep it
simple, let me say it like this: if you
pay 30' for a junk dime, you should
pay about 24' for a silver nickel. 25
junk silver nickels should buy and sell
at the same price as 20 junk silvc:
dimes.
Finally, a word about junk silver
dollars. I'm not sure why, but they
trade at a premium above junk silver
nickels, dimes, quarters and hall
dollars. Perhaps its because the sii,.e7
dollar hzs -4th -allure-, - -a - toiic1- • •
greatness which a dollar mult.i.
small change doesn't even approact.
Specifically, while a dealer will pay
you S3 for 10 junk silver dimes, he or
she will .buy a junk silver dollar for
S6.50 or more. Dealers sell junk silver.
dollars for 8 bucks and up. I know
dealers who sell silver dollars for as
little as $7 each. Shop around am.
you'll find them too. I am not among
them, by the way; so my advice is
disinterested.
My next column contains f,irther
tips on how to make money from
buying and selling coins and pra:IY.is,
metals. Don't miss it!
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Melber, Kentucky
CALL COLLECT (502) 674-5893

Steel
0.erheod
Doc..

1-5 p.m.
53-2380

lables must he removed from plastic
and glass, although you don't need to
remove any paper labeling. You
might want to crush plastic milk jugs
and soft drink bottles to save storage
space.
Area residents who have informanon on sources for local recycling are
invited to contact the Area Recycling
Committee through the Center for
Environmental Education at Murray
State University. 762-2534.

TRI STATE GARAGE BUILDERS
2X6
Ratters
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Coin Beat

Third graders in this music class at Carter Elementary School enjoy
dramatizing a playlet about "Smokey, the Bear," a preliminary actkity to the mini-grant project, "Ecology and the Arts," funded by the
Foundation for Excellence in Public Education. Joan Bowker is music
teacher for Carter and Robertson Elementary Schools. Pictured, from
left, front row, Eddie Casey and Kimberly Davis, back row, Andrew
McClure, Gabe Ward, Brantley Bennett, Wesley Mathis and Sara
Strickland.

How, What, and Where: Recycling in Murray-Calloway County
If you're like many people in
nurray and C•alloway County, you
have stacks of old newspapers in your
basement and sacks overflowing with
crushed soft drink cans in your
k:tbcri cupboards. Some of you are
es en washing out and storing all those
glass arid plastie, hx)d containers you
pick up at the grocery each week.
You think of yourself as a con,cerned. aware citizen. You know
recycling is important. Your children.
study it in.school. and they lecture you
on the 'garbage glut at home. On
television, the consumer goods you
buy are beginning to advertise their
planet-friendly packaging.
But what do you do with all this
stuff if you don't throw it out? Where
does .it go?
Since the Area Recycling Committee was organized last May, we've
discovered several collection points
for recycled materials in Murray and
Calloway County. Unfortunately, it's
still not as easy as we'd like it to be but we think progress is being made.
Your hest bet for recycling aluminum cans is to take them to
W.A.T.C.11. (the Work Activity
Training Center for the Handicapped)
or. to Calloway County Middle
School. If you do that, you'll be
helping out community organizations
as you practice an ecologically -sound
lifestyle.
"The aluminum cans are really
contributions to the Center," said
Peggy Williams, the executive director of WATCH.
Crushing and sorting the cans is a
work activity for the mentally handicapped adults who attend the Center.
The profits help pay their salaries.
There is a fenced-in collection area
for cans at the W A.T.C.H. headquarters, 702 Main Street. between the two
buildings. Cans may be left at any
time in any kind of container, including plastic bags, cardboard boxes,
and paper sacks. Uncrushed cans are
preferred, but crushed cans are accepted.
At Calloway County Middle
School, the student-managed collection center for recycling accepts both
cans and nwspapers. It has been open
to the community' for two years, after
several years of operating just for
students and their families.
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6 x 9" Car Speakers

Cut $40 5995
Reg. 99.95
3-way .12-1859

,--'
Two•Way Die-Cast
•
Shelf Speaker
1

38% Off

Mini Portable
Desktop Calc

-UMW
- -.
:air
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95
Esch 79 95

Black .40 2054
White .40-2055

• 1i
Save $20
I
•
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Rea.
7995 :19/5

24% Off

t
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'
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1
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Voice-Actuated
Microcassette

988

12.5

Solar or battery
power 065-578

Great "notetaker" .14-1044

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer Nearest You
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•, i tone • • , • -.es Therefore in areas
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5 IOU Car' stili use seryLes •eqwring tones FCC redistere-•
No1 'or party Ine5 W servote what we sell Most battery powered equipment excludes
batten's
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Most Major Credit
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PERSPECTIVE

Exploding the myth of the 'Big Bad Wolf

U S SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
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Who was the bully who
threatened to huff and puff and
blow down the houses of the adorable tno of little pigs in the fairy
tale' Who stalked darling little
_Peter in his excursion through the
woods? And who, with glistening
fangs and treacherously greedy
heart, tried to pass himself off as
grandma in a dastardly plot to
gobble up Little Red Riding Hood?
Why, it was the big bad *-olf. of
a ferocious animal with
course
sharp teeth and a keen appetite for
flesh. A sly and salivating creature
we started learning to fear at about
the time we were old enough to
_nierstand the words. "Once upon
The image of the wolf, at least
as portrayed in children's bedtime
stories. is frightening. But it's a
bum rap. according to Roland
Smith, senior research biologist at
a Tacoma, Washington zoo, and
species coordinator for the red
wolf
When asked about the probabiliv of. a red wolf attacking a human.
Sn'oh- replied that there has been
no case of that happening ever in
North America. He admitted that
people fear wolves. but in his
country those fear have not been
norne out by actual attacks.
Smith is in charge of all red wolf
breeding in the United States. and
in the nine years he has been
working with them — he has had

\

INN
STREET
By Constance
kexander
ountless opportunities 1,, see these
sleek animals up close. Ile decribes
the creatures as "retiring." and criticizes movie portrayals, such as
the newly -released "White Fang."
as exaggerated
"I'm more fearful of an aggressive dog," Smith declared on Tuesday. when he was interviewed at
Land Between the Lakes' Woodlands Nature Center.
The occasion for his visit to west
Kentucky was to deliver a female
red wolf to Land Between the
Lakes as part of a captive breeding
project co-sponsored by LBI.. and
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.
The female's mate was scheduled to arrive Wednesday, Jan.
O. After that, :he couple will honeymoon in a specially designed pen
that has an underground barrier to
prevent the animals from digging
In addithe:r way out
tion. an elaborate security system
safeguards the animals from
intruders.
If al; goes as planned, the male
and female will breed, and produce
a litter of four or five pups. The

6f-captivity.

offspring will be raised in captivity
and then be released to another
protected environment, or maybe
even into a natural habitat where
they can reclaim their rightful
place in nature.
Roland Smith explains that the
red wolf is an endangered species,
and would, perhaps, go out of existence completely if it weren't for
captive breeding.
When the program started in the
-1970's, there were about 15
wolves. By 1983, the number was
up to 75. Today, there are about
125 red wolves in the United
States. And now two of them are in
residence in west Kentucky.
The red wolf is the first endangered species in the country that
was previously extinct in the wild
to be returned to a portion of its
former ranges, which included
most of the ,southeast. The dwindling population was caused by
two factors: indiscriminate shooting, and extensive clearing of forests and hardvvoqd bottomland habitat required by the wolf. The result
was the dwindling, and near disap,pearance of the red wolf, and the
rise of the more adaptable coyote.
LBL's female red wolf -- who is
nameless -- traveled by airplane to
Kentucky. She arrived unceremoniously in a sturdy molded - plastic
cage, the kind a large dog might fly
in. When the lock was unfastened,
she did not bolt out of the cage and

seek shelter in the den that was
prepared for her and her mate.
Instead, she paused, appraised the
crowd with some aplomb, and then
trotted out to inspect her new
home.
The red wolves will be sheltered
in their special cage at Woodlands
Nature Center, and will become
another component of Land
Between the Lakes' extensive
environmental education
programming.
Sue Reid Draper, executive
director of Land Between the
Lakes Association, says that the
wolves are a welcome and prized
addition to the region. "This is just
one more thing that we can be
proud of here," she claimed.
Roland Smith emphasized the
importance of such projects, and
praised LBL for being involved in
the program. "If we hadn't
intervened years ago." he said,
"there would be no red wolf. The
success of captive breeding ensures
their survival for a few more
generations."
Woodlands Nature Center is
own_ to the public March November 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
each weekend December-February
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Children
under six are free, when accompanied by a family. Fees are SI for
adults and S.75 for children 6-1 7.
For additional information call
502-924-5602. ext. 238.

Washington Today

Officials ambi uously avoiding ambiguity

Today In History

And U.S policy had alw. ays
WASHINGTON (AP) --- The
sisted upon -a complete Iraqi
White House brushed it off. insistthdrawai from Kuwait.
,
ing the U.S.-Soviet statement IL: the president mace, no men the Persian Gulf wasn't even wo7-'on :P. his nearly hour-long State
mentioning in President Bush
11;c• UnI7, address of ny possiState of the Union address. b .
‘.c. new compromise. in which he
between the lines. one might read a
•esh effort to find Middle Las: declared• "Wcr-wrIl
poilcy also had always
•
peace.
agains; linking the Persian
Assuming that Iraq's • Saddam
cc,nt,;..: with the Palestinian
lijssein is willing to give
Ye:, "rJesda)'s BakerKuwait.
And assuming that no one. nelth- licssmertnykn statement made a
of stressing that the Arabc:r in Washington or Jerusalem, will
Israel: dispute had been a sourceof
make 3 fuss over "linkagel"
conflict in the Middle East.
- In the statement. ,The United
And. the statement continued, it
States arid The Soviet Union spelled
would he "especially important"
conditions for a possible ceaseto try to rusolve this older dispute
fire in the 2-week-old war. They
declared one would be possible if after the current conflict is ended.
\,‘"t.
.1:e Ifo;.se oilicrals insisted
Ira, -- made "an unequivoCal comIment" to remove all its occura- :rat t:.e staten.,:nt. taken in its
no: represent any
n. forces from Kuwait and took en:.
S :Lnk:ng
either
)7.L7n.: steps" in that direction
Iraq ,ir on tne Arab At :re most, the diplomatic
saterner.: opened the door - just a
spokesman Marlin
toward a new peace overc-ack
Bush. therefore. did
:ere A: the least, it was a useful 1-,',/water
recitat.on of U.S. policy in the not see an.v re ,:son to mention it in
.r: to keep Moscow satisfied h: adress
'IL: pro:Lien: of tne L.nited
ci the gulf war.
p()111.'y
is no:
Many were puzzling over the Sta:e,
f.lzwater said. Asked
1. S -Soviet statement from SecretAh
lt,e state:nen: was issued. he
ary of State James A. Baker III and
- lwas good to restate
a
f-, ,re:gn Minister :Alexander A.
„77-:erlr;•,kh even as Bush was 0,7
ht: had spoken to
.:/A
--- • .;.ongressional applause for
tne statement and "the
Busn
s
policy
pres,dent sa:,,s there's no change in
In the pas:. Bush had insisted
policy
.4 he "no pause" :7 •`• •
..
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Dear Editor,
The Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club would like to thank
the following people and organizations who helped to make our Second Annual Photographay Competition a success:
SPONSORS: Frame Village,
Snap Shot Photo, People's Bank,
The Gallery, Boone Laundry
Cleaners, Murray Lumber Company, Bandi Welding & Steel Erection, Jones Iron & Metal Co., Bank
of Murray, Purdom Motors Inc.,
Artcraft Photography, Storey's
Food Giant Supermarket, Allison
Photography, Radio WBLN.
FRIENDS: Ky. Lakes Oil -Pocket's. Faye's Custom Embroidery & Screen -Printing, Lady Fs.
The newspapers, TV, stations.
and radio ktations that -have bcdn
carrying our notices (There are
many).
All thc staff, workers, and volunteers of the Calloway County' Public Library. who arc always helpful
to Us
To those who donated, photographic materials and magazines to
us.
To members of the Murray Art
Guild, who helped us define our
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It added the two governments
"also believe that such a commitment must be, hacked by immediate, concrete steps leading to full
compliance with the (U.N.) Security Council resolutions."
But doesn't "commitment" to
withdraw mean something entirely
different than total withdrawal.'
"We've always said that if he
wants

to

leaving.''

leave,

leaving?" he
The

he

Fitzwater

should
said.

start

•'St.irt

was asked.

spokesman

cituckl.v

cor-

rected himself. "Massive Withdrawal:. he said.
Would he elaborate further?
"We don't want to build in an.v
more ambiguity," the spokesman
said. Ambiguously.

Letter to the Editor

:,()LISVILLE, Ky. (AP
iic-re are Wednesday's wmn.ambers selected by the
Kcntcks Lottery: Pick 3.
Lott (.
4-6.
- 1 - 3()- 35 - 37.
Fsl—ated jackpot: Si .8
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hint of t .S,
ditions of w
It also links the Ira;
the Israeli Arab
'
• ; •
on the slIITIC
by the world's two superpowers.
But for the United
statement can be interpree.:
officials to mean nothirg new.
The statement read: "A cessar
tion of hostilities w ou Id be possible
if Iraq would make an unequivocal 'commitment to withdrawal from

thank people, groups,
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However, administrations seldom
admit that policies have changed.
even when they do slightly. And
diplomatic nuances often leave a
lot open to interpretation.
And, while Bush before the war
had suggested that he might he'
sympathetic- to a-- commitment by
Saddam to withdraw' from Kuwait.
together with the beginning of a
major withdrawal, making the same
point once a war is under way with
the prospect of heavy casualties
puts a different cast on it.
Even so, a senior administration
official, briefing repor,ters at the
White House on the condition of
anonymity, was asked if an Iraqi
pledge to withdraw would be
enough. "They' have ,to leave
Kuwait," he said. Asked if that
meant entirely, he said. "Yes, of
course.''
The vagueness of the new statement appears to have something in
it for everyone.
For the SovieLs, it goes part way
toward addressing reservations
about the war raised by Bessmertnykh over the weekend. He said
there was "cause for concern" that
Iraq was facing "very grave damage" from U.S. air attacks.
NOW he can return to Moscow
with what appears to be a new indication that the United States is
interested in a peaceful resolution

.
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goals and encouraged us and
helped promote our contest in the
art community.
To the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, who is
helping the community to know us
better, and getting us more
involved in the community.
(THANK you to PAT WILSON for
the paper mach& Turtle.)
To those companies that sent
posters, samples, brochures, catalogs, and other promotional material upon request: Lcica, Calumet,
Kodak, Agfa, Scam Tech, The
Michel Co., Hassclblad, Tokina.
Paul C. Buff Inc., The Morris Co.,
and Arkay.
Finally, and most importantly,
thank you to the contestants, and
all those who were interested.
Thank you to all the stores that
agreed to carry our contest blanks
and promote them. If we hevc
omitted anyone our thanks go out
to them also.
We hope the next contest will be
bigger and better.
Sincerely,
Beth Parker,
Secretary MCCCC,
1304 Wells Blvd.,
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Camera club chooses contest winners
The awards show for the Second
Annual Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club Photography Competition-was held on Jan. 13. Winners
were chosen in two categories:
black & white and color.
Black & White Category
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First place: Larry Tucker of
Paducah for his photograph "Misty
Morning."
Second place: Kcynan Tucker of
Paducah for "Rest In Peace."
Third place: Anita McDowell of
Murray for "Broken Tree."
Fourth place: Marty Ervin of
Puryear for "Serious Innocence."
Honorable mention awards:
Charles Beaman of Murray for
"Portrait of Glen Olson, Jr. 1985";
Joe Beasley of McMinnville, Tenn.
for "Barbershop"; and Lee Maysey
of Murray for "Death on the
Highway."
People's choice award: Marty
Ervin of Puryear for "Serious
Innocence."
Color Category
First place: Bob Rodriguez of
Divide_ Colo., for ",Windmill
Sunset."
Second place: Lisa --Green of
Puryear for "Canned Heat."
Third place: Ronnie England of
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"Welcome to Kindergarten, Mrs. Johnson," sings Louise Weatherly
(teacher) to Jillian Schneider (Mrs. Johnson) in this offbeat parent/
teacher intersiew from "A...My Name is Alice." This Playhouse Dinner Theatre production runs Feb. 1, 2, 8 and 9 at the Murray State
ni%ersity Curris Center. Call 759-1752 for resmations.

`A...My Name is Alice'
to open Friday at MSU
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My Name is Alice" packs theatres wherever it is performed.
t Ty theatre professional I know has told me that Alla they pro, LI this musical review they added extra performances," says Play J.:se Interim Executive Director Kathlyn Ballard.
was
with the title ,but not the show," she said. his reaily
e't that sdrprising, since it's relatively new to musieal theatre and therd
, no east recording to buy. Now that it's in rehearsal here at Playhouse In
he Park, I know: exactly why it's so popular. .1 he music draws you
immediately into the show. It's bright and clever and the lyrics, which
raa:ly help tell the story, will have you laughing and remembering and
sniffling."
Sone, include "Welcome to Kindergarten, Mrs. Johnson" ahoet
parent/teacher interview that goes awry; "Educated Fee;" about a tenia!e
basketball team; and "Emily, the MBA",which is better ieft as a surprise!
1 he five-woman ensemble consists of Laney Powell, Louise Weattictrly,
seki Shaheen and Jillian Schneider of Murray and Lynette Alllon tti
Padecah. Gene Biby seri-es as director for the product:tin Ail!: Pat ft ,ft:lia
rnusiCal director/pianist. "A...My Name is
:s sponsored hy
Table .and Piggly Wiggly.
vlarray State University Catering Service will priiyide the dineer :whieh
ale iriL Jude beef and chicken, vegetables, fruit. salad. bread, dessert and
drinks !the buffet service will begin at 7 p.m. on the third floor of the
Cern,: Center.
Patroes may reserve tickets for the dinner and show. or for the show
by calling the Playhouse at 759-1752. Performance dates are Feb. I.
I'. 8 and 9.
Admussion for the dinner and play is $15 for adults. $:4 for senior Lit]
aed S13 for students and children. Admission for the play only i. 57
Hi7 athlit.:
`.01- senior citizens. and S5 for studcees are! chi!

Community Art Calendar
Jan. 3I-Feb. 10 —
Musical production —"Campus Lights,"(MSU student-written and
student-directed), admission, 8 p.m. Thursday-Saturday. and 3 p.m.
Sunday, Lovett Auditorium.
Feb. 1, 2, 8 and 9 —
Musical revue — "A...My Name is Alice," dinner show, admission
or Playhouse in the Park season ticket (dinner is S8 with season ticket.r.
dinner at 7 p.m., show at g p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
Feb. * —
Meeting — General meeting of the Murray-Calloway County Camera Club, 7 p.m., Calloway County Public Library meeting room.
Through Feb. 10 —
Art exhibit — "How Much is that I.eg in the Window," free, upper
level of Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
Art exhibit — "Dessert Bands," free, Curris Center Gallery, ground
level of MSU Curris Center.
Through Feb. 17 —
Art exhibit — "Sticks" and "Time Pieces," by Kentucky artists,
free, Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Through March 2
Exhibit — "Lady of the Lake," 20 woven wall hangings by Philis
Alvic, based on the romantic poem of Sir Walter Scott, part of the
"Scott Festival," free, Wrathcr West Kentucky Museum.

Murray for "Black Hills Mtn.
Road."
Fourth place: Thomas Byron of
Grand Rivers for "A Stroke of
Luck."
Honorable mention awards: Anita McDowell of Murray for "Bird
Woman"; Kenneth Brown of Ben
ton for "Water Hyacynth"; and
Emily Wright for "Waterlillies."
Peoples choice award: Thomas
Byron of Grand Rivers for "A
Stroke of Luck."
Prizes were as follows for both
categories: first place
5150, sec
ond place
$75, third place
white ribbon, fourth place
yellow ribbon. Third and fourth plact
winners also received gift
certificates.
Individuals receiving people's
choice awards and honorable men
tions won ribbons.
First, second, third and fourth
place winners, as well as the lee.
orable mentions, were detern. by Murray-Calloway County (
era Club members. People's Lt..
awards were determined by
public who came to view the ww,
to vote for their favorir,
photographs.
The contest was sponsored

Frame Village, People's Bank,
Snap Shot Photo, The Gallery,
Boone I.aundry Cleaners, Murray
Lumber Company, Bandis Welding
and Steel Erection, Jones Iron and
Metal Co., Bank of Murray, Purdom Morors, Inc., Radio WBLN,
Aitcraft Photography, Storey's
Food Giant Supermarket, Allison-Photography, and supported by
Kentucky Lakes Oil Co. - - Pock
et's. 1-aye's Custom Embroidery:
and Screenprinting, and Lady J's
Beth Parker, Camera Club sec
%nary, was the speaker and presented the awards. Jackie Jones,
Camera Club president, showed the
s..de
photo entries
w ere or, display. at the CaIloway
ourly 1),:hirc. Library and some ot
tr,e ernr e arc ;till on disp.ay
A total of 205
ed

vent piracy.
The Yeiser Art (
hit four of Hoe,t7th'5
mg: "A Rake's Progress.
Har
lot's Progress.- "Marriage A
Mode.'' and
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Additiona program;
the evhiHt w.h ihu.i.ude a s1:r
gallery lectu7cs t Landed hs '±a
tueky
Endov,
1)7 1:
I
Etie:,s:
:wit: tea.
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One of the most noted English
painters and engravers of the 18th
century (1697-1764), Hogarth
hegan his professional career as an
apprentice to an engraver of arms
on silver plate. He had to teach
himself the fundamentals of drawing an -d painting. Hogarth established h own engraving business
in 1720 hut quickly became known
as an .lastrator of hooks and the
saHrri..i.: prints on topi.s
,t the i:!y. Ile was strongly ir.;:r
c,.1L:d
:i1.e and showed
:,:reselt a ir:oralist in his ellort
interpret the society of his time.
His satire was directed mainly al
the aristocraey hut did not spare
the middle and lower classes.
're ante the first painter in
England to create a huge publie
follow mg by engraving his own
paintings, adkertising their availability. and selling them through suhseription at reasoe:able rates.
Around 1730, llovarth invented
and poralari/ed :he use of a sequenee of arredo:31 pktures similar
to representations on stage. lie set
his Last 01 eharacters -- real people
on the familiar streets and alleys
of London. Each series contained a
moral lesson and portrayed the
punishment of vice while satirizing
social abuses.
His reputation - was established
th three narrative series: "A liarJo;'' Progress," 1732; "A Rake's
Brogres.,- 1733. and "Marriage A
I.a Mode.- 1742-46.1 he series. "A
Har!tt's Progress." kk as so popular
that ail six plates were copied in
eY cry imaginable size and were
transferred to china, snuffboxes
and fans. Hogarth's prints were
imitated throughout his life, even
though Parliment had passed a bill
in 1735, at .his instigation, to pre-

Preseht:r...
, lecture
ass,swill ne Dr V::::\
tant p7oless,:r
11:story• a;
"Art oi
MSU. Her tec,era :s
locus
the 18th
llogarin."
On.
.24 Margar:t Hurl,
r: ,:sic at
director of
WKNIS-EM.
.A 1H present
the e.lure, -Ladies Should Leave
Ihelr. Hoop Sk.rts at Home, 'I
Musie and 'limes ol (Are.'
derick flandel
A
All of the
the Yeiser Art Center ;:•
are open to the e .
An additional IcLa,re.
Architecture," will be
Richard Millard on Monday.,
18 at 1030 a.m. at the I-7
the Yeiser Art Center.
Executive Director- Dan Ca, .
said the Board of the Yeiser Ar.
Center appreciates the ,e-h,t,-•
and assistance of Rust
'Interiors of Distinction, Wood
Products. Inc., Bernard Lewis &
Co.. and Gallery 600 in presenting
the engravings of William Hogarth
from the collection of the J. B.
Speed Art Museum.'
The Yeiser Art Center is located
at 200 Broadway in the historits
Market House. Gallery hours are
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday, and 1-5 p.m. on Sundays.
The gallery is closed on Mondays.
The Yeiser Art Center is accessible
to individuals with disabilities.

Anita McDowell of Murray won
third place for her photograph,
-Broken Tree," in the black &
white category of the Murray Calloway County Camera Club
Photography Competition. Pictured above, NicDowell (right)
was presented her award by the
dub secretary Beth Parker.

Camera club to hold meetings
a s..Je prL,
are
Newcomers
lr....Hday, Feb. 14. a.
m.in the meeting room of the
CaLoway County Public Library.
Bring your camera. Those curious
Camera Club should

Murray residents to present
lectures at Yeiser Art Center
.1 he Yeiser Art Center in Paducah will exhibit engravings by William Hogarth Feb. 3 through March
3 at the center's gallery. The
Hogarth works are .on loan to the
center from the collection of the
J.B. Speed Art Museum.
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HOMEOWNERS & AUTO
Commercial

Fain Insurance Agency
Jim Fain
Tracy McKinney

753-0362

am-JCp.m
Daily
2th & Sycarr

613 S. 4th St.
Murray. Ky.

We Want To Be
Your Place!

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* .Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 11:30 a.m. 'til 2 p.m. - Only $3.95
753-808C - Pvt. Party ROOM
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Reelfoot Lake to host photo workshop
A winter photo workshop will be
held at Reelfoot Lake, Tenn.,
March 2-3.
Cost of the workshop is S150 per
person (S125 for camera club members), and S200 per couple. This
price includes lunch and dinner on
Saturday and breakfast on Sunday,two rolls of Fuji slide film, and
overnight processing for next day

1,,‘Yy $0.311)1.

evaluation.
Participants will be guided either
by boat or land vehicle (or both) to
view and photograph the bald
eagles.
Those interested in attending the
workshop should apply and pay by
Feb. 20. For more information,
contact Rob Cunningham at (901)
885-8770 or (901) 885-7738.

)31.

.2 wash/spin speed combinations.

.3 wash/rinse temperature selections.
.3 cycles - regular, permanent press/
knits, activated soak.
.3 water level selections.
'
Filter-Ho' filtering system.
'Porcelain enamel finish on cover, lid
and basket.

- 'The 10th of each month is a very important (Jay to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the' month in order -to pay their bill.
You see. these carriers arc independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell
them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to xok1 the bother of
monthly. collection.

INJURED?
CALL

DONALD
A. JONES
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Practice Concentrating In Personal Injury & Worker's Comp.

NO CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT

Murray, Ky. - 753-0053

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your Ceneral Electric, Jenn Air
and RCA Appliance Dealer In Murray

the
:Murray Ledger 81 Times

THIS IS AiS ADVERTISEMENT KENTUCKY LAW DOES Not CERTIFY
SPECIALTIES OF LEGAL PRACTICE
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MURRAY TODAY
A View
from Abroad
By Stacy Overbey
I was on a small southern Canbbean island when the Gulf War
broke out. My family and I were on
a sailboat that week and had gone
ashore for dinner to celebrate a pair
of January birthdays.
Elvis. our charming waiter.
showed us to "the best seats in the
.house." It was true: a large table in
an open-air pavilion, high on the
hillside with a magnificent view of
the harbor and the lights of the
neighboring island. We ordered
French wine, opened presents,
enjoyed our lobster cocktail and
pan-fried Snapper. and were look•
ing forward to dessert when Elvis
came with the news.
"War has started,- he announced
quietly. "We have a radio in. the
kitchen and just heard that Bagh-

R
Tar: 7,01!,-"„ark

dad s heing boniped.- Needless to
say, that put a real damper on our
festivities. Even though there had
been a deadline, and the hostilities
'started right "on schedule," we
were . still incredulous.
Things were even more surreal
in the bright light of the next morning It was all the same: the deep
Nue sky. turquoise water, and
white sand beaches were just as
nriiiiant as they had been the day
Ns. tore
In the middle of-'-this soothing
tror,..i setting it was really diftito t,cheve that a war was going
07, any where in the world. It was
,magine what there couid
1L !;ht over when pla,:es 0:
su:n na:...ra. exquisiteness exist.
iLssein and Bush could be
h,:rt: where the intense sunsrl.ne woLid met the hatred in their
and :he w arm trade wind
sche-^-,g. though:'.
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lives here are so little affected, we
remain so insulated (as ever), it
could be (wish it were) only a
nightmare. It's not that the Swiss
don't care, it's just their natural,
histoncal tendency to keep their
distance. They are, however, anything but neutral about the, issue.
The Swiss keep themselves well
informed. They are not preoccupied with the crisis, and may
not be up-to-the-minute on number
of sorties flown, but they know
what's happening. And they are
most definitely pro-American.
Most wish sanctions had been
given more time, but all agree
something had to be done, and only
the Amis could do it.
In other respects. the situation is
even more real here than in the
CS. It is Europe, after all, which
has always suffered terrorist reprisals. and the threats have been made
th4 time, too. We arc much closer
to the theater of war, only two time
zones away (Murray is nine zones
away and has a great big ocean in
h:nweeni. In fact. the region is
called the Near East rather than the
Middle East. These facts are pretty
We know, too, that the scenes
every night on German TV are not
!-:grnents of the imagination. Our
ne.gh,bors to the north arc demons:rat.ng regularly against the war
'understandable -- hut why
.-12,,nst America'? Why don't they.
see Iraq as the perpetrator'?
Be.ause, many believe, the Gulf
v.ar ,s a last-ditch maneuver on the
art of the U S. to try to preserve
imperialistic authority. We
S can*: fully accept the idea of
orld in which we have
so the thinking
And why don't the Germans do
more for the war effort'? The
answer to that is in a re,ent news
:
es h‘

NOW REDUCED

75°A:1Prices
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3, Child $2.50

California Connection plans ezmizt
California Connection will have a potluck supper on Saturday. Feb. 9
• Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray. Anyone
'A %0 has a connection to California and has not received an invitation is
:o ca ]l Pat Danna. 759-1

Jessica Lynne Miles born

MSU Night is
Thursday Night!
University Plaza
Chestnut St, Murray

m.nirs•al thr mmies!
chr.anut • 753-33111
Otwn II:am I., 110:pm

Rent

deutsche Zeitung which asked:
Should Germany become a world
power? No, said 75 percent. we
should keep out of"ointernational
conflicts. Even more revealing was
the answer to: What country do
you see as a model for Germany's
future?
The U.S.? A mere two percent.
Japan? Only 10 percent. The first
choice for 40 percent of those
surveyed was Switzerland. The
SY:I% standard of living and political neutrality appeal greatly to the
Germans. Sweden, with its political, unimportance, homogeneous
population. guaranteed social welfare. was their second-choicermivdel with 29 percent. Altogether,'79
percent sec Germany' as a country'
that values quiet, comfort and
affluence over responsibility for
global problems.
So Americans shouldn't expect
Chancellor Kohl to offend his electorate by siding enthusiastically
with the Allied forces. We mayfeel, as does the Wall Street Journal. that "Germany is too big to be
neutral," but can we really' blame
them for trying? Two post-WWII
generations have been taught that
their ancestors regularly dragged
the world into catastrophic conflicts, that militarism is the absolutely worst evil. We have to he
sensitive to their sensitivities.
For my part, I have been surprised at the strength of my proAmerican sentiments. I feel a fundamental pride in our mission, and
ty as I might to understand the
reluctance of European governments to support it. my' impatience
with them remains substantial.
In all honesty. I have to admit
I'm becoming impatient with the
entire war, bored with the Pentagon
briefings, upset by my helplessness, irritated- with - Saddam's
Intransigence. Let's call the whole
damn thing off and adjourn to the
Caribbean.
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Mrs. Ricky Miles of Paris, Tenn_. are the parents Of a;daughter,,
Jesstca Lynne. weighing six pounds 10 ounces. horn on Sunday. Jan. 1 3.:
at Murray -Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Alicia
Goldsberry. Gr-andparents are LW.(Dub) and Dean Miles and Wayne and
Lois Goldsberry. all of Paris. Great-grandparents are Pearl Miles and
Freeman and Inez Tubbs, Paris. and Charles and Ruth Kahnen. Eustas.
Fla

Kelsey Camille Smith born

* THE ALL-AMERICAN *

THE WINNING
SPIRIT!
$9995 .1..

Boy s
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Class Ring
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Mr arid Mrs Steve Smith, Rt. 2, Paris. Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Kelsey Camille, weighing seven pounds seven ounces, born on
Saturday. Jan. 12, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
,he former Kathy' McCoy. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Smith of
Puryear. Term.. and Mr. and Mrs. Bill McCoy of Cleveland, Tenn. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Li. Smith of Cottage Grove, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. McCoy and Mrs. Stella Poteet, all of Cleveland.

Dakota Blake Halstead belly..
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy D. Halstead of Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
son. Dakota Blake, weighing eight pounds 14 ounces, born on Tuesday.
Jan. 15. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris. The mother is the former
Tracy Lynn McCuiston. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Norman Halstead
if Buchanan, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. William Pierce of Henry', Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Ruby Baize]] of Henry and Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Strickland of McKenzie. Tenn.

Cheerleading Clinic Saturday

COOK'S JEWELRY
Central Shopping Center

Murray 753-16C6

A Cheerleading Clinic, conducted by Calloway County High School
Cheerleaders, will be Saturday. Feb. 2, in the school cafeteria.
,is for all girls in kindergarten through fifth grade with the cost being
Sl0 per .person, -check payable to CCHS. Registration will be from 8 to
30 a.m. with the clinic from 8:30 a m. to 12 noon. Snacks will be prosided. Participants will perform that night during halftime of the CCHS
Alumni games To pre-register call CCHS, 753-8141, between 8 a.m. and
p m. or 753-3187 between 4 to 10 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 7!
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Children's Specialty Shop
2122 Broadway Paducah
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Bill Wells, left, principal at Murray High School, buys a ticket for
chili supper for Tuesday, Feb. 5, from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in cafeteria or
Murray High School. Selling the ticket are Angela Schwartz, center,
and Janie Martin, members of Murray High School Band. This event
will be sponsored by Murray High School Band Boosters prior to the
Murray-Mayfield basketball game. Tickets are $2.50 each and may be
purchased from any band member or by calling Annette Haneline,
753-0491.
Photo by Shirley Marlin

Lila) CIO Ilt1 ' tl0115

Members of Jackson Purchase Doll Club donated these dolls to
(;raves County Need I.ine for its holiday ministry. These were
donated at the December meeting of the club held at the home of
Geneva Osburn at Mayfield. A potluck luncheon was served and gifts
were exchanged. A special event Was Mrs. Osborn showing her collection of dolls. The club will meet Wednesday, Feb. 6, at 12 noon at
Sirloin Stockade, Murray. Clubs are usually held each first Wrednesday of the month at Sirloin Stockade and any interested persons in
the area are invited to attend, a club spokesperson said.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

1.14A

)R FRIDAY, FEBRUARY I, 1991
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr 19)'_
Pit
Intuitive promptings put you on the
nght track regarding career endeavors today. Keep friends from distracting you and you'll bnng a project
to a successful conclusion.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You'll get important feedback now
in a,creative work Travel for reasons
of pleasure is favored today. Bonds
between loving ties grow stronger_
Tonight places the accent on fun.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Minor strain could occur with an
in-laW today. Home-based activities
are your top prionty now Dealings
with bankers and do-it-yourself projects are favored.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)
416
A financial dealing may require
further negotiation. Couples are on
the same wave length today and will
be enjoying happy pleasure interests
together Heart-to-heart talks are
favored.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Though partners may have a minor
disagreement about a financial concern, overall this a good time for
increasing income and for making
valuable progress on the job
VIRGO
I Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Things go pretty much your way
today. There's a special accent on
pleasure pursuits. Spur-of-the
moment plans are likely now. Guard
against over-tiredness.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Curb escapist tendencies_ Homebased interests will afford you more
satisfaction than outside entertainments at present Some solitude does
you good now.
SCORPIO
Met.23 to Nov. 21)

zez
clE

It's better to visit with friynds than
to have company over 4 present

You'll be doing something different in
the way of entertainment now Sur
prise encounters are possible
SAGMARIUS
(Nth... 22 to Dec 214
There may be S4nric lot;se ends to
tie up today Good Judgment marks
your approach to career matters
Tonight favors get togethers with
friends and loved ones
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 u)Jan. 19)
Try to keep expenses down if
traveling today Extra energy puts
you in the driver's seat where career
interests are concerned now A
meeting with an adviser is helpful.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be doing further research on
an investment matter today. Go slow
on the use of credit. A job concern is
brought to a successful conclusion.
Accent relaxation tonight.
PISCES
maw -•
(Feb 19 to Mar 20)
You and a partner finally reach an
agreement on a matter of Mutual
concern. Welcome the chance to
make new friends. Participate in a
group activity.
YOU BORN TODAY are independent and self-reliant You have
natural leadership abilities and (an'
succeed in business for yourself. You
have much creative energy and are
often drawn to the theater. You'll
excel in any field where communicative skills and personality are factors.
At times, you can have your fingers in
too many pies and you don't always
finish what you start Birthdate of:
Clark Gable, actor, Langston Hughes,
writer, and Hildegarde, singer.
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
I 900 226 0360
$1 a minute

MURRAY
TODAY

FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY ONLY, ALL SALE ITEMS ARE ON SALE!

Now thru
Feb. 18
Mon.-Sat.

,
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9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

of murra
Dixieland Shopping Center
7594882

TAKE AN ADDITIONAL 10% OFF ALL SALE PRICES!
All Remaining Sale
Table Items Already
Reduced 50 to 75%...
Take An Add'! 10% Off!

Pier I imports

All Furniture
Storewide Reduced
20 to 50%, Take
An Add'! 10% Off!

UNIVERSITY PLAZA.—ON CHESTNUT ST...MON.-FR1. 900-600; SAT. 900-500; StIN. 1:410-6:00
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Community events listed
Thursday, Jan. 31
Campus Lights will open at 8
pin, in Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission is $5
for adults, S3.50 for senior citizens,
$2.50 for children three and older,
and children under three free. For
information call 762-4288.

MOS

••

Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Communion
Service at 9 a.m.; Legion of Mary
at 9:45 a.m.; WORD program at 10
a.m.; Choir Practice at 7 p.m.
Singles Friendship of Paris.
Tenn., will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
information call Kennith Broach,
753-3580.

Artist Jeanette Dickison stands beside one or her many paintings
which line the halls of Maysille Community College.
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Paintings are on exhibit

1

The following story concerning
Jeanette Dickison, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. H.L. Cathey of Rt. 4,
Murray, appeared in a recent issue
of The Ledger-Independent, Maysville. She and her husband, Charles Thckison, reside there.

Irk!, Martin

"The paintings which arc in the
hallway leading to the Maysville
Community College library arc the
products of the dreams, ideas and
visions of MCC teacher Jeanette
Dickison.
"The paintings follow the 'current romanticism' style, according
to Dickison, and have received
more than customary recognition
from students visiting the library.
"One painting in the exhibit was
recently returned from Ecuador
where it was well received. The
large canvas, titled 'Holding Pattern,' features a dark red center and
looks as if some natural disaster
has struck.
"Dickison said the Eduadorians
related well to the painting because
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Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Friday, Feb. 1
Hazel Community Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
George Weaks Community Center will be open from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. for activities by senior
citizens.
Murray-Calloway County Westside Senior Citizens will meet at
1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community

Center.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Jan.
30, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Farley baby boy, parents,
Bethany and Kevin, 1306 Olive St.,
Benton.
Dismissals
James Davis, P.O. Box 84, Farmington; Clarence Elkins, Rt. 3,
Box 299, Murray; Mrs. Hallie Williams, 3071/2 South Third St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Lois Honeycutt, Rt. 1, Box

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to II p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora

155, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Judy
Clayton, Rt. 1, Box 116, Almo;
Mrs. Rhonda Sue Green, Rt. 1, Box
386, Hardin;
Mrs. Joy Seavers, Rt. 1, Box 73,
Water Valley; Blake Paschall, Rt.
1, Box 88, Puryear, Tenn.; Miss
Gidget Monece Crouch, Rt. 1, Box
117B, Murray;
Larry Rex Stone, Rt. 6, Box
78A, Murray; Ernie Sheridan, Rt.
1, Box 269B, Murray; Mrs. Evelyn
Cleo Evitts, Rt. 3, Box 1037,
Murray.

I fazel club giz,c,, chmatioli

Parents' Night Out will be from
5:30 to 11 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Buffet dinner, by reservation.
will be served from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
at Murray Country Club. Reservations were to be made by Thursday
by calling 753-8116 or 753-6113.
Campus Lights will be at 8 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. For reservations or
information call 762-4288.
Open Horse Show, sponsored by
New Providence Riding Club, will
be at 7 p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Admission is S2.

ro,

-A...My Name is Alice- will be
performed by Community Theater
at 8 p.m. preceded by dinner at 7
p.m. in Curris Center Ballr(x)m,
Murray State University. For reservations and information (all
759-1752.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

Hazel Woman's Club gave a donation to American liumanics Student
Association at ‘lurray Stale University to help with the Management
Institute held Jan. 2-6 in San Antonio, Texas. Students from throughout the United States came together and had a chance to manage a
nonprofit organization in real-life simulations. Mrs. Phil I,iddle. treasurer of Hazel club, is pictured with Sherri Gallimore, student at
MSU and member ot the AlIS Association.

BOBBY WOLFF

-If we cannot be powerful and hap- The bidding
North
py and prey on others, we invent South West
Fast
2 ••
Pass
Pasconscience and prey on ourselves " 1 NT
Pass
Pass
3 NT
Elbert Hubbard. 2 V
4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
*transfer, promising five or
more hearts
"At a recent tournament. I was
(Con I'd from page 6)
Opening
lead' Spade deuce
East and took all the blame for this
disaster," writes a •reader "Now
811) WITH THE ACES
I'm having second thoughts.
The United Methodist Youth Fellowship of South Pleasant Grove Shouldn't my 'partner have made South hol&
United Methodist Church will sponsor a chili luncheon on Sunday', Feb. 3, things much easier?"
4 K '9 7 :i
West started with the spade deuce
•J 7
following the morning worship service. The public is urged to support the
and declarer called for the queen
41 10 3
youth in this event, a church spokesperson said.
from dummy, perhaps_with a bit of
4A 9 7 5 4
unwarranted errfi3hasis. East cov- North South
WadleyS
ered., as did South, and three rounds 1•
14
9
Kyle Wadley and wife. Wendy, and
Lauri Ann and 1.andon, of trumps put West on play. East 2•
ANSWER:
Two hearts Take the
signaling
with the club nine.
will be honored at a fellowship on Sunday,.Feb. 3, following the 6 p.m.
preference
to
opener's first suit
"West
dutifully
shifted
to
a
club
service at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Wadley has been serving as
-- the eight
and I won my ace. Send bridge questions to The A.es I'll Box
associate minister at Glendale, but has accepted a position as youth minisWhat now?" asks Our reader. "I led 12363 Dallas Texas 75225 with sell addressed.
ter and song leader at a church in Northport, Ala.
back a spade, hoping to find partner qamped envelope for repi..
with the jack, and instead of 10
tricks, declarer took 11, partner's
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a luncheon on
club king going south for a cold winSaturday. Feb. 2, at 10 a.m. at Dumplin's. The scheduled program will be
ter Should partner have cashed the
"Mystery of Tourism" by Anne Adams. Hostesses will be Nlayrelle Clark
club king before leading to my club
and Crystal Parks
ace?"
The answer is an emphatic. yes
West has all the information he
needs to make the right decision. He
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
knows
partner has the club ace. he
following: Terri Martin of Murray from Lourdes; Mrs. Dou&las (Kathryn)
that
knows
South should have two or
Morris and baby girl, Glenna Wadkins, Ray Story and Har6ld Nance, all
more
clubs
(the opening no-trump
of Murray, from Western Baptist.
bid) and he knows that he (West)
doesn't have the spade jack. From
East's view, the spade trick was the
one that might escape, so 100 perAn open horse show, sponsored by New Providence Riding Club, will
cent of the blame should go to West
be Friday. Feb. 1, at 7 p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center. Admission will be 52. Then on Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 2
NORTH
1•31 A
and 3, West Kentucky Quarter Horse Association will sponsor a horse
•Q 4
show starting at 8 a.m. each day. Admission to these shows is free.
K 986 5
•K J 6
•Q J 3
WEST
EAST
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, Feb. 3, at 2 p.m. in •10 8 6 2
•K 9 7 3
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is open to all interested , V Q3 2
J7
persons. For information call Velvaleen Burkeen at 753-6979.
•7 4 2
•10 3
4K 108
4A 97 5 4
SOUTH
•A J 5
A 104
A buffet dinner featuring parmesan chicken will be served at Murray
•
A
Q 98 5
Country Club on Friday, Feb. 1. from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The cost. will be S8 '
462
per person with reservations necessary. They should be made by tonight
Vulnerable: North-South
(Thursday) by calling 753-8116 or 753-6113.
Dealer: South
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v.̀)111(
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UMYF Chili Supper Sunday

February 4th, 5th & 6th
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
—One Day Service—

to be honored Sund' at/

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Dixieland Shopping Center
else 759-1141
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AA and Al-Anon will have
cl6sed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
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of the frequent earthquakes and
volcanoes in that area.
"The artist said that many of her
works are inspired by natural phenomena and memories of dreams.
'Sometimes 1 don't recognize it
when 1 start, but I later realize the
work was stimulated by some cataclysmic event. I was working on a
lithograph which was split down
the middle and I realized it was
spurred by an earthquake I experienced in the 70s'.
"Some paintings take as long as
two or three years to complete
while others can be finished in two
or three sessions. Dickison says.
"Dickison teaches introductory
art, art history, art education for
elementary teachers and introduction to photography. She also
teaches 6. 7 and 8-year-olds in a
Saturday class.
"Dickison received her bachelor
of fine arts degeree from Murray
State University and earned her
master of arts with a special
emphasis in community college
teaching at Ohio University."

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic
Church.
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Opeli horse show to be Friday

Music Friends to meet Sunday

Buffet to be at club Friday
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Select the
Perfect Gift
Through Our
Bridal Registry

Paint it Decorating Center
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Couples Currently Ecgiatzga
Kim Hale • Jay Sinimons
Crystal Russell • Chris Cowart
Jill Humphreys • Jamie Vance

Mitzi 'Aeration & Maryann Cathey
Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve 11I
Cali For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

Open Monday-Saturday 9:30-5:36

74 4.540(44e

Storewide
Reductions

113to 213 of
An ran & Winter Clearance Merchandise

Winter clearance prices continue to fall at Bright's. Please
shop now while we still have a good selection. Great Savings on:

Dresses, Coats, Suits, Hats, Shoes, Boots, Tops,
Skirts, Pants, Sweaters, Blouses, Coordinates,
Jewelry, Lingerie, Loungewear, Activewear,
and much more

'Raglan
We wi be closed Tersdey st •

121 By-Pass, Murray 753-4541
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The smarter sex
MSU's women athletes
excel in the classroom

MIKE
EMBRY

By GREG ALLEN
Murray Slate Sports Irdeconstion

Associated Press Writer

cceel in sports. but
Female athletes at Murray State Cb:v,...,t‘ no:
they also excel in the classroom
Of the 50 women student-athletes competing in intercollegia:e athletics
at MSC. 12 were on the Dean's Lis: 3.3 grade point average or better)
,and 20 had a semester GPA of 3.0 or better for the- fall semester of 1990.
The highest scholastic success was on the Lady Racer volleyball team.
achieve GPAs
which had six players - over half of the 11 -girl roster
of 3.0 or better.
The volleyball team, coached by Or S',..govia. posted an averall team
GPA of 3.25 to boost the overall GPA of the women's athletics prograri
:o a 2:72 mark.
Senior volleyball standouts Lea .A7'.:1 .A:en. Connie Ballard and Kin:
Koehler each had perfect 4.00 GP.N\ A..Cr. .1\ an honorable mention
Academic All-America selection ;as;
Jodi Price (3.801, Jill Doty (3 60; ad Bei.nda Rubio 1 00i rounded out
tne head of the
the Lady Racer volleyball players
Koehler's 4.00 also helped the sc•hol..,:i.; sland.ng of the women's
and cross-country team, where she .• perform:,•r in :he long jump an,:
,,..ross competihigh jump events. Jill Doty i 1 N.
tion in olleyball and track
REPORT :ARCS
*OMENS vO.LEYBA,,
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dr^ eirs

14.4^ 4X

240a

R-0.0 330

Co-,* Ba a,c 4.-

r
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WOMEN S TENNIS
,
ar,1,0;es
K's• glyd^o•• 3 M
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C:
'2 ar*(•etes (s.+^ 7, A
Psc
c.-ene
-6 26; ' 3 '5
WOMEN'S TRACK CROSS COUNTPr
4 :4.1
7' a - "s
•
J
,
O,
R00
,41.' 4 X Redecca 1611P
Ca,-e3f Ke•le'a •ule

Can* 0(de^i‘ •1e

Connie Ballard, lea Ann Allen and Kim kothirr It-ft tuArghti were
the picture of perfection in the classroom as the Lady Racer volleyball seniors posted 4.00 grade-point averages during the 1991) fall
semester - while competing as 01C runncrs-up in their senior
season.
Staff photo by Daniel T Parker

Thompson puts Hoyas on hold in 59-53 win
S•)uthern Cal 76, No. 12 UCLA
State 82. No. 14 ESL'
\ A 16 East Tennessee State
".'„(7-71-i•s State 1(12 in - over,smpi
--

By DICK BRINSTER
Associated Press sports woe,

It ,was
matter how one view,.
East showdown betw,.r
powers Georgetown and
As time goes. we'll improve.
forward Alonzo Mourning said
ienos: apologetically after the
.1 -ranked Hoyas slowed thic pace
--- going 'without a baske:
'
I
--- en route to a'• • • Wednesday r.ight
k

and N 22 NcA
rtheast Id;nois 5.
Charies flarrlson
.S
and \IL;:orn., 1 7, and Georgt::,(AE
11-5. 5confercme AiS

.

r

Kedtr.cn (15-3. 6-3). who
prey ious Iive prnec,
1; points from Seal.

No Eaves-dropping allowed
Auburn has won 62 straight at Eaves
By PAUL NEWBERRY
eitssocialibri

Murray State University's Lady Racers will
have their chance to beat the Lady Tigers
at home on Monday, Feb. 4, when they
travel to Auburn University for their firstever meeting with the NCAA powerhouse
women's basketball team.
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.).• :he SE( i•
"Yoa have

•
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„iast once in 're
p.ay a: home
• In the lop 2c
Jones. the
arid play hard-nosed
1: makes you feel

•-:-30 romp over lennesse,.
*Inc "proper mind -set" C
was talking about . includes
spcpre-garne meal at
athlet,c dorm:tors,.
hey prepare some thing special for
kids and they ,an look Oct the window and
•sce the coliseum and start thinking naskethall.'•
- Litirnately, though. there would be no streak without talent.
"Coach Ciampi brings in a lot of good people." said Tremitiere,
a point guard who leads the SEC in assists. "The fan support at
home is great and we Just seem to play well at home."
1 remitiere only wishes more f(.17iN 'AMA COMC out. The Lady
Tigers average about 2.000 per gani,'
pretty good for a
- 's team but still bCow ocr %,hools v.h(Lh have had less
„
use people who do support us do a great job," she said.
"But Auburn is a football schooi and a lot of people don't care
about women's basketball. I don'l. think half the students on campus know how many wins we have.
'It's frustrating. We've had a lot- of success at home. Maybe
we wouid have more than 62 'Al.'.:1 we were drawing four or
five thousand a game. But we don't get hne-fOurth of that for
most games. Im upset about
B
we're going to win with or
without them
Ciampi, though, says campus interest has increased tremendously
since he arrived in 1979.
Worr,en's basketball used to just tie something that tied up the
court before the men's game. That', no longer the case, wah
national television
such as the Big Ten-SEC Challenge shown
by CBS earlier this season
expo,Ing the sport to thousands of
new fans.
"It's grown every year," Ciampi said, "from the standpoint of
people not knowing who we were and where we were going to
the point of where the athletes are recognized on the court and
off the court, in the classroom and in town."
About the only- thing Auburn hasn't accomplished during the
Ciampi era is win a national championship -- despite an unprecedented three straight appearances in the title game.
"Sooner or later the bridesmaid is going to get married," Tremitiere vowed "Hopefully, she will get married this season."

Mir

IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
AND COULDN'T WORK,
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
YOUR INCOME?
Tim H•rndon

YOU MAKE AN OFFER SALE

SPORTS ON RADIO

Sales Manager Has Gone Nuts!

IVIVBS•1340
Thursday, Jan. 31

The unit you want (new or used)
Motorcycles. ATV's or Scooters
Make Any Reasonahk Offer We will take it to the sales manager for his consillration
WARY! Tilts offer can't last long. Come by or call today.

If you're not sure and would like a FREE
CONSULTATION call

WE WILL NOT RE UNDERSOLD

4--INSURANCE CENTER ab
Sycamore

OF MURRAY

753-8355

HONDA - SUZUKI
502-442-1655

Downtown Paducah, KY.

502-442-1726

MHS vs. Fulton City
(Boys)
Class A Tournament
at Mayfield
.6:15 p.m.
"You Can

Hear the Difference"

LEXINGTON, Ky. --- Paul
Sanderford dared to discipline
this season, and it has paid off
for the Western Kentucky' Lady
Toppers.
The Lady Toppers (17-1) are
ranked No. 11 in the nation.
They' have the longest winning
streak in women's Division I
basketball at 15.
Although the Lady Toppers
played in the NCAA Tournament last March, it wasn't a
pleasing season to Sanderford.
He thought his players were
classic underachievers in never
realizing how good they could
be on the basketball court.
"1.ast year was a miserable
year for me," Sanderford said
in a telephone interview from
Bowling Green on Wednesday.
'I felt like it was a team that
played below its capabilities
Our teams had always been
characterized as overachievers. I
felt last year we were
underachievers.''
Now- .Sanderford has eXper
ienced about as much success
in women's basketball as a
coach can without winning the
national championship. Ile
209-67 record with the
Toppers, has taken teams to so
NCAA tournaments and has w
three Sun Belt tournarmii
in nine seasons.
But he realized there had to
he some changes if he was to
keep Western Kentucky among
the elite of women's basketball
"We added some more dis
cipline and ,doing httle things.
this season that has gotten
Western Kentucky in the 1Mie
light," said the 41 -year -old
Coach.
The Lady- Toppers started
doing such •things as eating
breakfast together every morn
ing. If they 'missed Liac., they
cre on the hasketbal I floiir the
next morning at 6 a.m: 'there
were weight limits set tor ea,0
of them.
"We've tried to develop ma,
tat toughness," said Sander:ord.
'I felt we were soft. When
you're down by three points
with 30 seconds left in a game,
you dig deep and find a way
to win. You do that with ma
tel toughness."
Another rule was that a player assessed a technical foul
would sit out the nest game
That happened to senior forward Kim Norman while playing
in the Wahine Invitational lourriament at Honolulu. She sat at
the bench in street clothes and
watched while the Lady Toppers
lost 100-74 to North Carolina
State in the championship genie.
"I think that set the tone,-.
-said Sariderford. "I felt we
couldn't have kids losing their
composure on the floor. I
Wasn't mad at -Kim, but it was
something I had to follow
through. 'You don't think it thin
having her on the bench. We
were leading N.C. State by
seven at the half."
The discipline has paid oft in
the improved play of junior
guard Kim Pehlke, the team's
leading scorer with 14.1 points
a game.
-Kim has paid the price to
be a very good Division I
basketball player," Sanderford
said of the 1988 Miss Basketball in Kentucky. "She dropped
11 or 12 pounds and worked
hard at her. game. NOW she's
playing with the. type of confidence and intensity it takes to
be successful at this level."
Pehlke, along with runningmate Renee Westmoreland, give
thc Lady Toppers a 3-point
shooting combo that Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino would envy,
Westmoreland has hit 32 of 63
for 50.8 percent and Pehlke 46
of 93 for 49.5, both ranking in
the top Your in the country.
Senior forward Mary 1 aylor,
Kentucky's Miss. Basketball in
1987, has been steady .all season in averaging 12.4 points
and 5.8 rebounds.
"If we have a go-Lo person, •
Id like to put my paycheck in
her pocket,' Sanderford said of

Taylor.
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Tigers place 3rd in
power-lifting meet

Actions& Reactions

Times

Soccer - local

Pro hockey

the Murray Calloway County Soccer Associa
on has announced registration for spring soc
cer will be held et the park office on Payne
Street on Saturday Feb 2 (10 am -2 p m ).
Sunday. Feb 3(1 3 p m ), and Tuesday. Feb 5
/6 8 p m ) There will be only competition travel.
rig teams (selected by tryouts) during the
spring season for under-16. under-14 and
under 12 boys. a gifts' competition team will
also be chosen A fee of $20 for first child of a
family, $15 for second child will be collected
upon child making the learn
•Under 10 recreational learns will play a shor
Iened season beginning in March, $15 fee will
be collected at registration For more ink:arra
bon call Hob WiIliam at 753 1326

WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
W L T Pia
27 18 8 62
NY Rangers
28 21 3 59
Pittsburgh
26 22 6 58
Philadelphia
22 21 10 54
New Jersey
Washington
23 27 3 49
18 27 6 42
NY Islanders

Alumni games
*hool
the 3rd annual Calloway County High t<
boys Alumni Games will be held Saturday night,
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EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct.
W
32 11 744
Boston
23 19 548
PhilaJelphia
442
19 24
New York
442
19 24
Washington
14 29 326
New Jersey
11 33
250
Miami
Central Division
711
13
32
Detroit
707
29 12
Chicago
27 18 600
Milwaukee
24 19 558
Atlanta
429
18 24
Indiana
14 29 326
Cleveland
..... 13 29 310
Charlotte

GB
84
13
13
18
21'4
1
5
7
12'4

17
17',4

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct.

GB

732
851
535
366
341
288
250

15
16
18,4
20'4

841
738
667
585
463
349
293

5
8
11 4
16
21.
21

30
28
23
15
14
12
11

San Antonio
Utah
Houston
Dallas
Mmnescila
Denver
Orlando

GA
134
157
197
188
212

Smythe Division
28 18 5 61 206 165
27 20 5 59 213 170
25 22 3 53 174 181
18 29 8 44 179 195
19 30 4 12 165 204

Los Angeles
Calgary
Edmonton
Winnipeg
Vancouver

Hesman Trophy winners Steve
NEW YORK
Owens and Pat Sullivan were among 12 players and three coaches named to the college
Hall of Fame Owens captured the 1969 Heis
man as a running back at Oklahoma and Sullivan took the 1971 award as a quarterback at
Auburn Also voted into the Hall of Fame were
receiver Fred Biletnikoft of Florida State, run ning b4cks Ed Mannar° of Cornell and L Parker Hall of Mississippi, defensive back Kenny
Easley of UCLA. end Hub Bechtol of Texas and
linemen Alex Karras of Iowa, Bobby Bell of Minnesota, George Savasky of Pennsylvania,
James SIJIwagon of Ohio Stale and Wayne
Meylan of Nebraska The three former coaches
eiected to the Hall wereDavelaaurer of Witten
berg. Tommy Prothro of Oregon Slate and
UCLA. and Allyn McKean of Memphis State and
Mississippi State
sThe new members will be inducted into the
Halt of Fame at the National Football Foundation's awards winner in New York on Dec 10
The foundat on sponsors the Hall of Fame
• • • •
SOUTH BEND, Ind - Notre Dame coach Lou
Holtz plans to testify later this week before an
NCAA committee investigating possible viola
lions while he was coach at Minnesota The
NCAA's IntractionS COmrnittee is meet ng Fr
day through Sunday in San' Diego to near case
involving M nnesota and three otter sctoc
Minnesota's attorneys say thei• hear.ng sho.. c
be cornpeted on the f.rst day Holtz who has
denied rumors "-es seeking a job in the Nil
because of the NCAA investigation, has bee'
accused Of three rules viOlatiots at Mirneso'd
in 1 984 85 The NCAA is investigating charges
he gave former Minnesota player Jerry Keebe
$250 to pay for a correspondence course t"at
he gave $200 to a recru.: who lost hi,s wallet
during a campus visit, and that he gave a for
o
men
ermintr
to a
aoyte
ar academic advisor $500 to pass

• • • •
g
who rep aced 1989 Heisman Trophy w n
'ter Andre Ware and broke many ol his NCAA
,ecords last season w I return for 5, senior
season The Houston Post rr,00rtecl 110..s'ooff.c,als have scheMed a news confetercii
today for K rgler to announce s plans itictay
is the NIL dead ne 4cr co legs underclass,
'
to decafe fhernselves ad& abie for the Nft
King ia broke`or tied 33 NCAA
drat in Apr
game at- d seasor records 451 year as a
rc ud rig 5 ogle season, NC AA recorls
'ouchrlow, basses iS41 a'r.l'• 215 642 so4)13.
u 'D" ' 3

Baseball
Y,Ji0(
1",,e rat rig his
• ng hls baseshow to 8411A, • ,
5,1110 city San
ball and tootoa
•
ders art outfielder who also plays cornerback
for the Atlanta Falcons, agreed to a one year,
$650000 contract *.th the Braves' farm team
al Ftchrnond of the Ciass AAA International
League Sanders, hit lust 158 for the New York
Yankees in 133 at bats last season and was
released after he lett, the team to loin the Fal
cOnS Sanders wilt play basebail through July
31 and then will report to tne Falcons He gets
a S150,000 signing bonus and a $500,000 sal•
any, whetter te is in the majors or minors
Meanwhile, Braves shortstop Andres Thomas
was one of f.ye players in saiary arbItation to
agree to one year contracts, leaving 107 lett in
arbtras on Aiso settling were San Francisco
pitcher Terry Muithollard, Kansas City pitcher
Jett Montgomery and Kansas City infielder Bill
Pecota

General
MIAMI -- Oakland Outfielder Jose CanSeCO has
filed lot divorce from his wife Esther after two
years of marriage, his attorney said ' The case
was filed on Jan 16, initiated by the husband,"
S,Tre has 20
attorney Melvin Pumices said
fhe thvorce
days from That date 10 respond"
papers, Cariseco said his mamage was irrev0cabiy b•niier

•
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29 16 8 66 191
29 19 S 63 18i
21 20 10 52 182
22 24 5 49 148
10 33 9 29 147
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
NOM. Division
W L T Pis GE
34 15 4 72 177
Chicago
15 7 65 197
29
Louis
St
22 26 5 49 176
Detroit
18 30 9 41 163
Minnesota
13 33 5 31 147
Toronto

Adams Division
Boston
Montreal
Buffalo
Hartford
Quebec

HOUSTON - Houston ouanerOacX David KI

High Game Stretch
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.
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184
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High Game Handicap
- AO'S. 5,1,611 ,266i women,- Born4 Pr,,Va

YOUNG AMERICAN ALLIANCE
DIVISION A
basketball

191
224
182
194
167
148

Football

MAGIC 1141 «AGUE

It ics

as

1981-90 teams (830), 1971-80 squads (7 30)
and 1961 70 clubs (830) -Oidiefigoldie* music
will also be featured in the night's festivities and
Proceeds go toward the supPon of the CCHS
boys basketball program
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Skiing
SAALBA,_:fi r+;.^4;1 fIGIFMM, Austria - Stefan
Eberharter of Austria stole the spotlight and the
men's combined event from Marc Qitardelli of
Luxembourg for his second world title in eight
days Eberharter, who won the super-giant slalom in his first major race last week, had the
fewest slalom time to capture the combined
crown and dethrone Gdardelli Eberhaner, ninth
in the downhill portion of the combined event.
finished the two slalom runs tn 1 minute. 33.87
seconds The second-best time was 1 34 10 by
Paul Accola of Switzerland, who finished fourth
overall in the combined event Gwardelk, twotime defending world champion in the combined
event, (el near the bottom Cl the second Slalom
run as he frantically tried to make up a deficit tO
Eberharter

Tennis
TOKYO - Top seeded Sleffi Graf beat Anke
Huber, a 18-year-old fellow German, 6-2, 6.3 in
the second-round of the Pan Pacific tournament. Fifth-seeded Gabriela Sabatini of Argentina battled through 2'4 hours and two tiebreakers to defeat Rachel McQuillan of Australia 6-7
(5-7), 7-6 (7-3), 6-3 in a first-round match

L Fleer

with a total of 9,915 pounds lifted,
while Caldwell County was second
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
at 9,195 and Murray finished at
7,870.
Murray High School football
Scoring is done by taking the top
coach Rick Fisher wasn't dismayed
ten finishes from each team in
by his team's third-place finish in
three different categories - bench
their first power-lifting competition
lift, squat lift and dead lift.
Wednesday at Trigg County High
Billy Steffy led the Tigers with
School.
1,020 pounds lifted, with Matt
Power-lifting is used primarily
by high school football players try
: Krug (970 lbs.) and Hollis Clark
ing to keep in shape during the off- (825 lbs.) rounding out the Tigers'
top three.
season, but the Kentucky High
While football players in the past
School Athletic Association does
have lifted weights during the offrecognize it as a sport and awards
state championships - several of season to stay in condition, Fisher
thinks the competitive angle will
which have been won by the Wildhelp the team in its preparation for
cats of Trigg.
next fall'
s physical punishment.
"They do it up over there,"
"I think it'
s good for the kids,"
Fisher said, noting that the WildFisher said, even though he noted
cats had fan support at their match.
that Murray High will be showing
It is a new experience for the
9th-through-IIth graders at Murray
their newcomer status against most
High, however. "TThis is someof the teams they lift against. "It
thing we've never done (on a comwill let us know where we are.petitive level)," Fisher noted. "It's
Fisher said the power- lifting
obvious we're way behind -.other
team will have some meets at Murpeople."
ray High but that no dates have
Trigg County claimed the match
been set yet.

Deion Sanders won't give
up his baseball career yet

win
Tommy's \
Baseball Cards'

Upper
Deck

Staff Report

ATLANTA (AP)- Deion Sanders isn't giving up on baseball
Ir..q.uite yet.
The Atlanta Falcons cornerback
is getting a second chance, and he
hopes to make a quick trip from the
minors to the majors so he can play
both baseball .and football in the
same city this year.
Sanders signed a one-year deal
Wednesday with the Atlanta
Braves' Richmond farm club. He
will get a $500,000 salary and a
SI50,000 signing bonus. He
receives the money whether he's in
the majors or minors.
The contract calls for Sanders to
play baseball through July 31, then
leave to rejoin the Falcons for the
1991 NFL season. Sanders said he
may choose to play baseball fulltime eventually, maybe even as
early as next season.
Sanders was a flop in 57 games
with the New York Yankees last
year but Braves general manager
John Schuerholz said the speedster's potential is the reason the
Braves, want him.
Sanders can be "one of the most
exciting baseball players ever to
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very soon
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spring

training.
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Thursday a Games
;

Sanders was frank about his fail ings
he

with' the

Yankees, for whom

hit just .158.

"That was very frustrating. I:
my fault," Sanders said. "I

was

haven't

put

forth

the

901 Coldwater Road

753-0473

effort (in

I do in football."
Sanders also said he currently
plans to play big-league baseball
full-time when his Falcons contract
expires after two more seasons. He
noted he had arthroscopic knee
surgery this week, and said, "I see
baseball) that

LEX-I
f

myself .in the long run as a baseball

GYMS

player.However, heP added, "I can't
predict the future," holding out the
possibility

that

he

could

'25 A Month

baseball full time as early as

ne

759-4955

season.

No Contract

Lose Weight - Tone Up

choose

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

Tampa Bay
fails to lure
Bill Walsh
TAMPA, Pla. (AP) -- Bill
Walsh will stay at NBC, but Buddy
Ryan and Bill Belichick remain in
contention for the coaching job at
Tampa Bay, Buccaneers owner
Hugh Culverhouse says.
Tampa Bay's bid to lure the former San Francisco 49ers coach
from the broadcast booth to the gridiron failed after Walsh said continuing to discuss a move to the
Bucs wasn't fair to the network,
Culverhouse said.
Walsh, 59, retired after the 1988
season and signed a two-year contract with NBC after leading the
49ers to three Super Bowl championships. That contract expired
after this month's AFC title game.
"We feel we have learned a
great deal from these conversations, and we appreciate Bill's
advice and counsel," Culverhouse
said in a statement Wednesday,
adding that he hopes to name his
new coach within a week.
Walsh reportedly turned down an
offer of S2 million a year to be
coach and general manager of the
Bucs, and instead recommended
Los Angeles Raiders assistant Mike
White for the position, according to
several news reports.

And The Only Pressure We'll Apply Is To
Your Muscles.
Tired of fast-talking, high-pressure health club salespeople? Then visit us for a
tour, FREE workout and straightforward membership details.
When you have a facility as good as ours, you let it speak for itself

One month's

'Pin Selector Weights
'Aerobic Classes
Available (7 days a wk.)
'Free Weights
•Low Rates
.No Contracts or
Initiation Fees
'Couple & Family Rates
'Karate Classes Available •NISC Student Rates
'Boxing Classes Available

3

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
753-9586

300 South 4th

Pacific Division
Portland
LA Lakes
Phoenix
Golden State
Seattle
LA Clippers
Sacramento

....

37
31
28
24
19
15
12

7
11
14
17

22
28
29

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot!
Owner - Donnie Winchester

3,700
1983 Camero, Two., V8 EA 000 „,.'3,500

1984 Laser

1,900

1983 Buick Century

1986 Ford Escort, 49000

1988 Yugo, 25 COO

'1,700
'1,800

1983 Blazer, on. oan.,

•"COUPON '

tv. Seven Seas
Hwy. 641 N

Murray

1987 Duster, on. c.r.
1986 Cavalier,

Feed your child

FREE
,oupon rod la up ID two children 10 and
of an adult mei
Expires Feb 28 1991
fiiMIIIIMINIJILMLAILMIALAILMMis
under wit purchase

Red

1983 S-10 Truck
1973 Ford Truck, on. =NV

'2,400
'2,200
'2,300

ml

1985 Ford Wagon

1,700

1986 Pontiac 6000

'2,950
'1,300
1,250

1983 Buick Skylark

10,0 MAYS

FREE FILL UP WITH PURCHASE OF A VEHICLE!

•••••

•

•rif,•
-41, •

I

Hours:
6 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-8 p.m. Fri.
7 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat.
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

970 Chestnut St. (Next to Domino's) Murray, KY
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•
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Desert bands

Murray Middle
Chess Team wins
first place at West
Kentucky Team
tourney Saturday

By Abigail
Van Buren
A*. ;

Murray Middle School's seventh
and eighth grade chess team took
first place honors in the 8th Annual
West Kentucky Team Chess Tournament, held in Murray last
Saturday.
Contributing to the team's hardfought victory were Caleb Joshson,
1st board; Chris Woods, 2nd board;
11 McIllIMICti It
Steven Crouch, 3rd board; and
NI% brother is a wonderful person
Wade Denton, 4th board.
ind %Yould never intent ionally forget
Murray Middle's fifth and sixth
and
i;;.i May be he misunderstood
grade chess team made a clean
tf,,ini.fht it wasa gift
sweep in winning the elementary
lit ritt has a job that pays very
division of the tournament, playing
ell and has since bought a home.
turtuture. new cars, Jewelry. etc
the entire day without a single loss.
l‘it her w trOlnirntIOn the $1.0t10 for
Self-dubbed the "Murray Chesstear “f hurting his feelings. and I
nuts," the four-board team conmention
if t think it jn platie tio
"Desert Bands," a joint senior art exhibit opened Monday evening and will extend through Feb. 10. Look- sisted of Josh Price, 1st board; Josh
Itig over a sculpture made of rubberbands from left are Ted Dotson, art instructor at Carter Elementary
Mitchell, 2nd board; David Crouch,
ito mother is diyorced, retired
School, Karl Flood and Horace Lee Copeland, Jr. The display is a combination of 3rd board, and Nathan Hughes, 4th
Middle
Murray
and
';‘) II\ mg on a fixed income. and
works by senior art students who are candidates for a Bachelor of Science degree in art education. Flood. board.
;Id really usethe money now N;Vhat
who uses a cactus theme in his functional design and Copeland, who uses rubberband sculpture. Both
hr Me here' I reallY hope
Finishing in second place was
and Copeland are student teaching art classes under Dotson.
Flood
• •• • ,ead- your 4.;;Itinin
the Carter/Robertson Elementary
team of Stephen Breeding, Rohit
Tandon, Jacob Mathis and Bryan
1/EAR IIF:I.PLESS:Sodo I. Rut
Dawes. Crittenden County Elemenjust an WWc he misses it, I think
tary took third place in the elemenou should jog his memory.
Pierce is employed at Baskin Rob- tary division.
Student coordinators for Callo- Club. In addition to her part time
is
Cowan
Winners in the under 1200
Wendy's,
1991
at
work
School's
High
County
bins and teaches pre-school classes
way
Project Graduation have recently involved with youth and choir
at Hickory Grove Church of Christ. novice individual tournament were:
Brandon Kellic, Murray, 1st primbeen chosen. According to faculty groups at the First Baptist Church
she is the daughter of Marlin and
;
\
ary and William Vince, Murray,
daughter of
the
is
She
year's
this
Helm,
Murray.
E.
Karen
advisor.
in
Pierce.
June
• ..•• .',,,f•.•••",nockeil"ti the • S
Bill and Mary Cowan.
coordinators will be Kristi Cowan
Student coordinators .for Project 2nd primary. In the elementary
h.'
is
student,
roll
honor
an
Pierce,
Pierce.
Graduation are responsible for pro- division, Murrayans Joshua Frisk
and Amanda
,1.,
,
presently photographer for the
viding a means of interaction finished first and Joe McKeel
Cowan has been a participant in
n,•0.
hich
i:;
yearbook staff. She was previously
between the student body and the placed third. Marty Visser and
the Lieutenant Governor's
c...I I- pre•-•.•rli I \ 1(1
historian for the FHA Club and is
community in addition to encour- Ricardo Nava, both of Dover, took
Exchange Student program and is
'hip
Z
,
lc 711.•.tr
'
included in "Who's Who Among
currently treasurer of the senior
aging participation in the project first place in the junior and high
• ..:tfcr.. 'Presently Students."
school divisions.
School
High
Beta
the
American
of
secretary
and
class
by the senior class.
. '.ti•tchangeIn the under 11(X) novice sec"Kristi and Amanda were chosen
Yevette Wilson, Crittenden
this year from among several --.,inettnrig
excel-lent applicants," Helm said. County, took first place in the
hilt I"
"both girls have exhibited excep- primary division and Nicholas
TI11:11-.1.1f MICH
tional leadership and organizational Vince won second. Jeremiah Rushskills along with strong commit- ing of Lone Oak won first place in
DEAR SOUTHEEILD:Accordment to a drug free environment." the elementary division.
ing to both my Webster's Ninth
!Sew Collegiate ,Dictionary (see

Closed -Casket Funeral Gives
No Comfort to Mourning Friend

Calloway Project Graduation coordinators chosen

lit %ItI ":.IFINIsliED inSIl'hc kin regardless of how
\
• lose- or distant they Wert to
thc deceased alw ay. hay.• the
final say in sui h matters. Ye Filch
appriopriate. F.%
I belie e
one does not need to %lie'u the
lifeless body to -focus on their
grier or accept the fact that a
lot ed one is dead. ft.4.me'prefer to
remember that person as. he air
she was inlife.
family,for reason...of t heir
own, atose a closatd-casket fu'
neral. Please do not fault them.

the' usage not,'I and my Random
Douse Dictionary of the English
language. Second Edition. Unabridged. presently means "in a
little w hilt." and -at the present

MSU Division of Learning, Developmental
Disorders to sponsor remediation clinic

t

up' F or .thin,
...end a long, huatnea•pl... check
addrr...ed en•
.,r.or moor% order for $3.105 11.4.30 ant anada
to Dear Altb). uokbooklet. PCI. HOZ 447
M *Lint Mom. Ill 4;14154 .11'..•togr i•
•r• ....tine them

re-. sp•-•.

Kristi Cowan

Amanda Pierce

The Murray State University Division of Learning and Developmental
Disorders will sponsor a basic skills
remediation clinic from Feb. 6
through April 24. Clinic sessions will
be held on Mondays and Wednesdays
in the special education building at
Murray State from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m.
The clinic is designed for students

in kindergarten through the 12th
grade receiving special education services or students having extreme
difficulties in school.
Registration is necessary due to the
limited amount of students that can be
Accepted. For registration and additional information call (502) 7622446.

P:

Thurman's Semi-Annual
'DEALER

COST

You'll Buy at
Dealer Cost!

Forget
Retail!

SALE

AC

Now In Progress!

(Mattresses)
(Recliners )[Dining Room)
(Bedroom

/

On Any
Snapper'
Rear Engine
Rider-

•

t it's a snap with

(Living Room)(Hide-A-way)
( Tables )
Beds
Suites

wig&

SNAPPER

(Accessories)

You Pay What
We Pay!

Forget
Profit!

Save

50% More!
Thurman's

Upi

Prices good thru Feb. 15th

HOME
Ptsi
ovfk
Time' Mae
•Ao# aRf

Chestnut St.

411

FURNITURE

STOPFS

Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7.30-5.00 Sat

753-2571 or 753-4110

208 Main St.. Murray

753-4834

t;'

die
wins
t West
am
urday
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American Heart Month proclaimed
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson issued a
proclamation designating February
as American Heart Month and
urged Kentuckians to support the
lifesaving mission of the American
Heart Association.
Wilkinson, noted that heart and
blood vessel diseases arc the leading. killers in Kentucky. Such diseases took the lives of 15,754 Kentuckians during 1989, according to
the AmLri:an Heart Association.
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"Cardiovascular diseases caused
nearly one million of our country's
deaths in the last year and will cost
our country S94.5 billion in 1990
for physician and nursing care,
hospital and nursing home services
and medications as well as the lost
occupational output as a result of
disability," Wilkinson said.
In 1989-90, the Kentucky affiliate of the American Heart Association raised nearly S1,731,000. This

serve at all.
"She feels comfortable that if
she shows up with her child, the
Army will consider her request for
an exemption," Cartwright said.
"During the period of delay, it
gives the Army time to consider
the case further," Cartwright said.
"The Army may mark out her
orders altogether."
Mrs. Waters, an aviation
mechanic, said Wednesday she felt
the Army had given her fair
consideration.
—they are giving me a chance
and listening to my 'plea and the
plea of my child along with me,"
she said.
"I'll gladly serve my country if
they need me. but with my child."
She also said she will drop a federal court lawsuit against the Army
over the matter.
Mrs. Waters. - a San Francisco
native, spent four years in the
Army, completing her duty in
1989. Under the terms of her
enlistment contract. she owed two
years in the reserve and had four
months lett when called hack to
active dutv.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

year AHA volunteers have set a
goal of SI,870,000. Individual and
corporate contributions help fund
research, education and community
service programs. Currently, the
Kentucky affiliate is funding 24
research projects totalling more
than S391,000. Programs include
preschool, elementary, middle and
high school education materials,
and employee wellness projects.

DEAR DR GOTT About three
months ago my husband developed a
lesion on the back of his leg. which began as a small scaly circle His doctor
did a biopsy and determined it to be
lichen simplex. a supposed inherited
trait for which very little can be done
Now the patches are all over his body
Do you have any information on this
and what can be done for hirri9
DEAR READER Lichen simplex is
a chronic, itchy, dry. scalg inflammation of the skin, marked by irregular plaques It is not considered to be
Inherited, rather, it may have an allergic component The condition is
worsened by anxiety and stress No
one knows the exact cause
The lesions are not harmful to
health but are exacerbated by
scratching Thus, treatment involves
the use of cortisone cream, usually
applied twice a day and covered at
night with plastic wrap Ito increase
efficiency) Cortisone-impregnated
tape may be effective Also, dermatologists sometimes achieve striking
improvement by injecting the largest
and itchiest areas with cortisone
solutions

1 - kANKI-Ok I. Ky. (AP)
An
.:.nended- version of Gov. Wallace
W:lkinson's solid-waste hill has
:n approved hy a Senate

tnink it•s a good start."
Another committee member,
Sen. Ed Ford, said the bill signaled
that Kentucky is serious about
keeping .its environment clean."
It should tell other states "we do
not willingly submit to being the
dumping ground of the nation,"
Ford, D-Cynthiana, said.
The bill was proposed by Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson to a special session of the General Assembly to
deal with•dwindling landfill capacity and v.aste from other states.
The committee's version of the
hill would give local governments
an early voice in landfill siting
decisions because applications for
landfill permits would have to be
filed with them as well as with the
Natural Resources Cabinet.

Ilous(! members could start work
n it today, although the hill technically is days away from. Senate
past.age.
1 he version approved Wednesday by the Senate Agriculture and
Natural. Resources Committee was
described as a grand compromise
by state regulators, the waste
industry, local • governments and
ens ronmental
"I'm sure everyone is not happy
I W the hill.- said Sen. Kim Ndil Madisonville. a member ot
Agriculture and Natural
k;:soar,:es Committee. "I personal-
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If your husband's condition is becoming worse and he has not been exanitned by a dermatologist, he should
be Such a specialist in skin diseases
may be able to offer further advice
DEAR DR GOTT In July 1988 I
was operated on for a gastric carcinoid tumor of the stomach It was removed, as were three of the five
lymph nodes, which were found to be
metastatic 1 was informed by the
hospital that no further treatment
would be considered because of unfavorable results with chemo and radiation The National Cancer Institute
verified the hospital's decision I'd appreciate your comments
DEAR READER Carcinoid is a
type of malignant tumor that releases
certain chemicals, causing flushing,
diarrhea and abdominal cramps It
most frequently appears in the intestinal tract, the lungs and the ovaries
The most effective treatment is
surgical excision In many cases, this
is curative However, like other malignant tumors, carcinoid may metastasize (spread,. commonly to the
lymph glands and the liver This
spread may not be evident at the time
of surgery, therefore future problems can arise

Unfortunately, metastatic carcinoid is difficult to treat because of
technical problems (with radiation)
and resistance (to chemotherapy)
Nonetheless, the tumor is slow-growing and may not cause health problems for 10 years or more
Thus. the information you were given is correct Further treatment at
this stage would be pointless If, in the,,
future, you develop symptoms of
flushing and diarrhea, the metastatic
lesion can also be excised Or. as is
likely by then, there will be a more effective cure, such as a new kind of
chemotherapy I'm afraid you are
forced into a waiting game until new
symptoms appear or new therapy is
devised

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

Candidates listed for state offices in May primary
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Here is a list of candidates who
filed for offices by the deadline
Tuesday in the May 28 primary.
The list was compiled by the Kentucky Secretary' of State's office.
GOVERNOR
Democrat
Scotty Baesler, Le x mgton;
Gatewood Galbraith, Lexington;
Brereton Jones. Midway; Dr_ Floyd
Poore, Florence; Martha Wilkinson. Lexington.
Republican
Larry Fora, Lexington: Larry
Hopkins, Lexington.
ET. GOVERNOR
Democrat
Ray Corns. Frankfort; Paul Patton, Pikeville; Bobby Richardson.
Glasgow; Pete Worthington,
Ewing: Steve Collins, Versailles:
Fred Cowan. Louisville; John
Stewart, PeWee
Republican
Eugene Goss, Harlan: Tommy
Klein, Louisville; Lawson Walker,
Villa Hills.
SECRETARY of STATE
Democrat
Gerald Benson, Butler) Joe
"Rooster Run" Evans, Rooster
Run; Bob Bahhage, Lexington.
Republican
Hoge Hockensmith, Irvine: Dexter 'Wright, l.ouisv lie.
ATTORNEY 'GENERAL
Democrat
Chris Gorman, Green Spring;
John Lackey, Richmond.
Republican
'him Handy, London.
AUDITOR
Democrat
Ben Chandler, Versailles; Robert
Mead CPA, Prospect.
Republican
Wade Lewis. Louisville; Betty
Holmes, Louisville; Virgil Moore.
Leitchfield.
TREASURER
Democrat
Drex Davis Jr., Frankfort: Donnie Kell, Frankfort: Mary R•ii

Franklin man faces
sentence for killing
Sumner Co. sheriffs
detective in 1988

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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13 Fright
16 Country of
Asia
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boards
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addition
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Aegean Sea
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At that time her status was Individual Ready Reserve. She said she
thought her service was over and
that she no longer received pay
from the Guard.
She had said she was worried
about her daughter's emotional
health because the child reacted
badly to her father's absence.
Mrs. Waters now works for DynCor.p., a civilian contractor that
prepares aircraft for service in the
Persian Gulf.
The Army decision Wednesday
came from the Office of Delays
and Exemptions in the Army
Reserve Personnel Center in St.
Louis. Cartwright said.
"I was impressed with how fast
they processed this," he said.

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) A Franklin, Ky., man was convicted Wednesday of killing a
Sumner County sheriff's detective
and a Goodlettsville cattleman in a
remote Robertson County barn in
June 1988.
The seven-man, five-woman jury
deliberated for two hours before
returning with the guilty verdicts
against Larry Cauley Jr., 22.
He now faces a possible death
sentence in Sumner Circuit Court
for the murders of Detective David
Mandrel! and Allen Wayne Tinnon.
who were both shot.
The sentencing part of the trial
began Wednesday afternoon. Cauley showed no emotion when the
guilty verdict was read.
Prosecutors claimed Cauley and
his younger brother lured Mandrel!
and Tinnon to the barn north of
Orlinda under the pretense of selling them cattle, but intended to rob
and kill them.
Tinnon had inadvertently purchased some stolen cattle, and
Mandrel!, who was investigating a
cattle rustling operation, asked him
to help arrange another cattle
purchase.
Caulcy's younger brother, Kelly'
Caulcy, was convicted of the killings in October 1989 and was sentenced to two life prison terms to
be served consecutively.

Senate committee OKs bill

PACE 11

Cortisone relieves lichen simplex

Mother doesn't believe Army will split her from child
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) 7 -A woman fighting active military
duty because she would have to
leave her 2-year-old daughter
believes she won't have to be
separated from the child.
Sara Davis Waters, 24, has been
informally told by the Army to
bring the child when she reports to
Fort Eustis. Va.. on Feb: 15, her
attorney says.
She had been fighting Army
orders to report without her daughter, Christina, and had vowed to
face court-martial rather than leaving the child.
Mrs. Waters' husband already is
in the Persian Gulf with the 10151
Airborne Division from Fort Campbell, Ky. She said her husband's
parents are too old to care for the
hld and she would not consider
leaving-the girl with her purents.
are divorced.
Kcvin ('artwright, her attorney.
,a:d Wednesday the Army gave her
J tv,oweck delay in reporting. The
original reporting date of today was
paslied hack to Feb. 15.
'Inc :May, he said, could mean
the Arms v, ill not ask her to.
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Incredible 3,180

Hooting excitedly, primitive scientists Thak and Gork
try out their new "Time Log."
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Parts & Service Department
will be closing
February 1 at Noon
for Inventory.
We will re-open Monday,
February 4th

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Asphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal

••

Brent Allen
Ditching
St nee 1979

Choose
from unique hand blown
a. Select from 83 different bath bars in 3 sizes for
your every used. All specially priced and on sale nowt
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CLASSIFIEDS

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR- TRAILER
•

•U• • ••••

•
•41S

DESERT Storm I shirts
sweatshirts available at
Faye's neat to Vial Mart

No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% Of Medicare
Approved charges
many policies pay
only 20%) We even
pay On office Calls
and other Out Of hOSpita, expenses For
"tie information
Call:

A•it f

ALLIANCk

Oet
Lost
And Feune
LOST near Memorial Bap
est Church Long haired
black Calico cat Female
answers to Travis Family
pet purple collar Reward
753 5368 759 1154
030
Card
of Thanks

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
"ti.e local
claim service•

•

i;SC,0

:NES for Baca
Street Station beginning
Fee 2 Auditions for talent
U "aye the opportunity to
eerie- for Back Street
'Jtae shows
•,- a se *di compete
:ea Far rthor info(
.1 527 3482 or
ocated 330
Ky

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

hRG1INS
CNTIMITED
• • ai

CARDS
7F
We would like
to thank each and
every one of you
who have been so
thoughtful and
helpful since the
loss of our home
on New Year's
Eve. Your prayers
and contributions
have helped us
get back on our
feet again and we
will never be able
to express our appreciation

enough.
We
would also like to
thank the Cabo-

Lease For Less at
1:1191111N TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Berea sie equipped
$12221e S25535 ma'
Call Gene at 753-2617
leas Taa Tar& Leans.
48 lie Calmed End Leas*

aL Vur-r4i

tfarkt:
eareee

way County Rescue Squad for

their quirk response and for
trying so hard to
save our home.
Again. thanks
to all of you and
may God bless

OMCE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close
z(.
-, Court
Square on 5m St
S160 00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
'753-1916 for -nore
information

elate

The Garland
Family
Floyd. Pat,
Crystal

177Trfr°11
v
_
-2

cts,

The family of P.fwtit Lee Buster gratefully
acknowledge
and deeply appreci•
ates all thefood,flowers, cards and unfailing eYfriPainY freely
given during the illness and death of our
beloved sister and
aiou
We
especially
thank Bro Gilbert
Gough and Bro John
Dalefor their prayers
and consolation

C-

SLE

Le, rse
csi
.r' -

iik—_
NANCY

GARFIELD
HA NK
(*CO HAP QUITE
aaCZONE.661,
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DRIVERS Must be 18
yews of age Have own
vehicle and proof of trete
ance Apply e person at
Dominoes Pizza
DRIVERS OTR Need ex
penenoed van tat drivers
23 years of age 1 year
experience verifiable M.
leage pay plus benefits
Call 1 800 444 6648

JOB Announcement Nun'
ter 91 4(A) Position Park
Worker Location Kenlake
State Resort Park Grade 4
Salary $4 765 Per Hour
Minimum Requirements
Ability to road and write
Apply by submitting a State
e application (which can be
obtained at the local De
partment for Employment
Services or any other State
Government otficei to.
Kentucky_ Department of
Personnel Room 377 Cap
bracelet
gold
nugget
LOST
tol Annex Frankfort, KY
in Racer Arena or between 40601 Attention Job An
Racer Arena and Olive nouncement No 91 4(A)
Bee 753 6526 Reward
Job announcement num
ber should also be placed in
the upper right hand corner
of the application in the
'Special Announcrnent
' blank Deadline for
BRING the New Year in No
with a new career Call applying You must quality
test and be placed on the
Avon today 7530171 In
suran available Be your register by February 3
earn boss Free gift with 1991 'Test not required
Filling this position is sub
appointment
)eo to any State Govern
COORDINATE Interne
merit hiring restrictions An
bona! Student Exchange Equal Opportunity Ern
Program in your communpioyer PiieF H
ity Compensated volun
tee' Excellent training, 13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
) A
travel benefits Information iNGS NEED a lob"
,
on this enriching opportun
GED'
)Hope for the future'
rty ASPECT Foundation You may quality if •You do
not have your GED or high
800 USYOUTH
school diploma You are
FOR complete home bus+
16 &
ness opportunities send between the ages of
We are an E 0 E This
SASE and $3 00 to P 0 21
protect is tended by the
Box 6029 Murray Ky
Western Kentucky Private
42071
Industry Council J TPA
HOUSEPARENT
Call J T P A Out Of School
room
.
80'week
$215
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
board & laundry Work 23 8a m 11 30a m
days off 5 days Reliable
person required lscaool OTR Drivers 12 months
and home for mentally re experience 23 years of
tarded I Stewart Home age drug testing required
.School 4200 US '27 Hornady Truck Line Start
South Frankfort r( V 502 23 26careile tarpeacation
pay, safety bonus spouse
227 4821
passenger program
1 800-648 9664

eaKES
Na 2 (.7•:.‘ A ,__
t^E
e.

.,„•

Want
To Buy

Cord
of Thanks

Nada
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

2111

030

020

ALLISON
PHOTOGRAPHY
is
now
offering
HaWield
frames.
Call us for all your
framing needs
753-8409

Mifiray Ledger & Times

I(

r71-711WITTirra

PAINTERS must ha.e
21rs or more experience
Steady work Apply at
Black s Decorating Center
701S 4th St Murray or ca
753 0839
REGISTERED NURSES
The Purchase District
Health Department has
public health nurse vacan
cies in McCracken, Calle
way and Graves Counties
Challenging openings exist
also for registered nurses
to provide communicable
disease services through
out the area Several pos,
tons offer an opportunity to
supervise others, ceordi
nate efforts of several
nurses, or to work indeperi
dentiy w.th little direct
supeavision Generous
fringe benefits and holidays 10% salary increase
in first year of employment
Saiary based on education
experience and level of re
sponsibility Full time and
alternate work schedules
willbe considered Tran
scripts and completed ap
plications required Re
sumes cannot substitute for
appeaations which may be
secured at any Health Center For more information,
contact Sharon Godec
Nursing Director
at
or
502 44 4 - 9 6 2 5
247, 1490 EQUAL OP
PORTUNITY EMPLOYER
UP to $15 hour process.ng
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details write
SD 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710

Miscellaneous

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527 9063
USED and antique turn.
ture glass tools quilts
901 642 6290

APPLE IIE newest soft
ware Great for household
budget or educational
needs $500 753 8802
753 9761 evenings
APPLE IIE computer or
hanced 2 disk drives color
monitor, loaded with soft
ware Priced to sell
436 2858
FORMAL gown tushia and
silver sequins size 6 Worn
once 489 2981
FORMAL white wedding
gown size 7 437 4742
GOLF Cart 3-wheel E Z
Go with top good condi
bon $325 Call after 5pm,
759 9564
‘11(.1..10NAIRES
LIONAIRES PAN(;Bt RV% CANDY IS BACK
I's Mt RRAY. Charlie's
Sete 1 Itemise
PROM dress Size 7 8'9
royal blue long sequins
Worn once 759 1988 after
5pm
SPA for sale 753 3488 at
ter 6pm
SUNTAN booth 753 3488
SUNTAN Salon going out
of business For sale 12
Wolff tanning beds new and
used $500 and up We
finance 753 9274
TANDY 1000TX, 640K
2 720K drives 20 meg hard
drive mouse. DMP 132
printer. CM 11 color more
ter IBM compatible $1200
759 4919 after 6pm
USED 135sq yd used car
pet 753 6349

155

WILL babysit in my home
Mon Fri 7539826
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Business
Opportunity
LEARN f,0* to earn mo
ney My assistance makes
steady income possible
Easy method starts you
earning quickly For info/
mauve appointment phone
75.32607 or 753-1036

1Ciu MAKE T.11•4•5 : 14/
KAPPEN.*au reerte jera" me.
TOLD ME wee ree Gerara iucv.
„,
e_-

tin

GOOD Maytag
437-4533

ktMOPP").• PAO
'
, "icAiii.6!

RACK in Murray. Dixieland
Shopping Center Our tine
merchandise is also avail
able at THE TREASURE
HOUSE in Murray (South
side Shopping Center) and
at the OX YOKE ANTIQUE
STORE in Hazel All 3 loca
bons offer silver dollars and
proof sets, a full line of U S
coins plus foreign coins and
paper money Discounts
are available through January 31 We also buy coins
and appraise estates
753-4161
TIME share units and
campground member
ships Cheapl Worldwide
selections Vacation Net
work U S and Canada
1 800 736-8250-305 771
6296 Free rental informa
bon 305 771 6331
WOODEN storage build
irigs 8x16 starts at $1095
1016 $142450,12)(24
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Build
ings 502 247 7831

modern kitchen, only $198 00
per mo Oil C Keith Bee
Homes IIs
791.. }'ins,
1s44 0012, 1 NW it We

3BR la bath townhouse
Central HA appliances,
deck lawn maintenance
Coleman RE 753 9898

"GriOD used home" 19.'t
12460 2 he:dream 52,995,00
'achy(-red ii kur lot Keith
Raker hones Ilyvy
6 4 4 • lililc,
'I N
1 Kee 5+3 1.5.6:s

aeR house or 2br apart
ment near downtown
753 4109
2BR duplex in Northwood
$295 mo 759 4466

MOBILE home repos Sin
gles and doubles F.rianc
irig available Clean, late
model homes Green Tree
Acoeptance. 606 223 101:,
or 1 800 221 8204

'zee duplex $300ano
ee,•! required alflOft area
'53 e240

SPECIAL- l2i(c,
I Ionic 5950.00(;-• it st..r
4gt.: or ft.toffl ad,liti,vi 15. C.!!"1
114ker Homes Has
64
:
I .rs
iSt..
I

2BR e..pies apartment in
quiet residential neighbor
tiood near uneersity Ideal
tor cor...:pie or retred person
753 8096 or
$275
753 253".3

"V1111 ient" 1.13(i.50 A
buy you your 'PAT)
t•edrIK1171 hlOnle tuniihed, h'
Is :rei arid setup Ke.th
Homes Hwy .".)1°
f,14 I11)12, 1

2BR duplex Northwood
$350 mo 759 4406

213R dupee Appliances
turrinhed Nice neighbor
heel $310-no 759 4406

2BR water furnishnd. ap
aeareaus furnished
'53511287 after 5pm

dryer

1R0
Horne
Furnishings
BEDROOM furniture 1
dresser with mirror, night
stand and twin bed $225
Peach'grayewhite twin
comforter with 2 peach balloon valance $40 full size
peach wicker headboard
$40, girls 12in bike with
training wheels $15 30in
avocado electric stove,
good condition $75
759 1293 after 5 30pm
COUCH and loveseat
earthtone colors Good
condition $ee 759-1233

BUS NESS card special
1 000 one color ink •busi
ness cards only $20 two
'Tailor only $24 JHC Adver
asing & Supply call
759 1602

Fairview Acres, a fnendly neighborhood, brick, neat and
clean,
bedrooms, 1'7: baths, on Ph acres, paved
dnveway,a place you'll be proud raceme home m with a
1 car garage and a 14 it20 (brick) work or hobby shop
Only 568,0(X) Call for .our own private showing

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales ser
vice supplies, parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

Bob Perrin Real Estate
(502) 759-1881

WELCOME TO MURRAY. KENTUCKY
THE POPCORN CAPITOL OF THE WORLD
?ILL&

1
11111
:

(F11_11'd AUCTIO

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1991
14 00 4 IM

IfIGM104133 04 NflA TWA

MR. HERMAN K. ELLIS

190
Farm
Equipmerd
3000AL pull type spray ug
753 5463 753-0144

MURRAY, KENTUCKY 1
%ben Arriving to Murrav traveling %rim h Or South (in 11.• 641 (,‘" to Puplar St
Provred Last In Blocks lo 2nd St Proceed Smith 2 1/1041.• to Mile Site'
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS . * SUPERIOR QUALITY

861 FORD Massey Ferguson pickup disc 753 5463
753-0144
FORD 2000 diesel new
rubber excellent condition
$3150 753 1788

Firewood
AlA Firewood Seasoned
oak $25 delivered
492-825.4
FIREWOOD Seasoned Of
green $30eick delivered
474 2318

FIREWOOD for sale Also
tree service 436 2562
436 2758
FIREWOOD fdr stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
der 753 9808 474 8086
GOOD solid ftlewood Next
day delivery James Sills
753 4120
WOOD for sale 753 9745

Illscollanmus

LOCAL route handling GATLINBURG Summit
Frio Lay Nabisco ele Full breathtaking views of
company support I Part mountains ski slopes Fire
time High earnings per place balcony kitchen In year Requires $15000 doer pool )acuzzis Honey
moen Specials, Free Bro
investment
cash
1 800 782 1550 Oderator chure 1 800 242 4853
(205) 988 5139
2
WOLFF tanning beds
Commercial home units
from $19900 Lampslotions accessories
Monthly payments low as
$1800 Call today fret
color
c a ta larg
1 800 228 6292

2BR with appliances wa
PRIVATE Investigator with
ter, lawn maintenance turn
22 years city and state in
'shed Edge of town Cole
vosegation experience
man RE 753 9898
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate SHADY Oaks 2 Of 3br
'Missing Persons Your electric or gas Walking dis
ALL American value' needs our specialty Call tance to college 753 5209
Swimming pools drastically Confidential Investigations
reducecll Just a few of last (502)753 2641
Business
years models left at fantas
Rentals
tic savings Many styles WANT a faster refund')
and sizes to choose from
Why pay more for elec- 4 CAR shop with office
For example A huge tronic Mine Our prices 753 9386 753 4509
16 x30 0 D Pod with start at $20 001 Call Hodge
5 CAR clean up shop Of
15'24' swim area includes Noel and Associates the lice
and 2 baths Air corn
sundecii fence, & filter now income tax professionals at
pressor Corner 4th and
only $988 complete Hurry' 753 6069 or 759 1425
Glendale Rd $450/mo
While they lase Full Imam
753 4389 or 753 5960
ing arranged Call toll free
260
120
1(800) 284-7946 ask for
TV,
Apartments
Robby
Radio
For Rent
FABRIC'FABRICFABRIC
STEREO AM FM console
1&2BR, nicely furnished
a OFF SALE Country Re
medaerranean style ca
near MSU campus
mnants Hwy 68 641 Drat
bind t
Reasonable
753 6111 or 753 0606 after
fenville MarshaR County
753 5295
5 30pm
next to Bonanza Mon Sat
10 5pm
WANTED male roommate
270
to share new 3br apartment
POST Frame buildings
Motel.
close to university
30x40 x9' erected $5,195,
Homes For Sale
$120/no ,water included
plus freight Other sizes
available Blitz Builders 1971 HOMETTE 12x60 Non smoker 753 8477
1 800 628 1324
Call after 5pm
2br
1BR upstairs apartment,
492-8754
stove and refrigerator turn
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now has coins and proof 4 BEDROOMS 1991 Mac: ished 753 6148 after
sets for sale at THE BOOK- ful:y furnished 2 urge bath's, 5 30pm
1978 580C CASE backhoe
excellent condition 1932
Oldsmobile 4 door sedan
antique wood cook stove
other misc antiques
474 2774 after 5pm

Appliances

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
HOME arid office cleaning
Dependable 8yrs experi
ence References supplied
435-4146

MIN

Mobile
Homes For Rent

GET married in the Love
Chapel of the Smokies
Valentine Special All ar
rangements provided
photos video flowers
music etc No waiting
Complete derails
1 /020 262 LOVE

- •-•

TRACTORS_ Cass Irrternshonal 7140 w Mechanical Front Wheel Drive 190 Hours 20 8R-42 Radial
Duals 169R-21 Radial Fronts 3 Remotes Weights SN JA0017910 Super Snow Room Sharp •
Case International 7120 w Mechanical Front Wheel Dove 620 Hours 18 4R-42 Radial Duals 14 9R28 Radial Fronts 3 Remotes Dual PTO Weights SN JA009703 Super Show Room Sharp • INC
1086 C & A 1811 Hours 205-38 Rubber Dual PTO 2 Remotes TA Weights SN U029612 Real
Good • John Deere 2240 3188 Hours Remote Valve, Spin Out Wheels, Real Good • Super M
Famvali w Power Steering New Tires New Paint, Pretty As A Picture • Super IA Farman Original
elatieRNE Atilateeel Case international 1660 Axial-Flow 921 Hours 4 Wheel Rear Assist 30 5L-32
Drive Rubber 14924 Steering Rubber SN 026987 Equipped *1020 Series 20 Platform SN 003513
Super Shove Room Outfit • Case international 1063 Series 6 Pow Narrow Corr Head SN 003819 Show
Room Now
FIELD LQUIPMENT Case International 496 Senes 28 Disc 12 Blades 7 1 2 Spacing w MAW Rear
Narrow Shore Room New • Jon° Deere 1508 Hyd Fold Cutler • John Deere 235 Black Gang 25 Disc •
John Deere 8300 Soros 23 Hole Double Disc Drill • Ley 450-44 Senes 15 Rote,. Like New • John
Deere 7000 Plateiess 6 Row Narrow Planter lor No Tili Couners • IA & W 400 Bushel Grain Cart *Hyd
Folding Auger • Brillion 25 Hyd Fold Cunomuicher Very Nice • AC No Till Planter w 12-74 900011 Units •
Wormer 500 Series SS 14 000 Pound Tandem Spreader Buggy ("Twin Spreader Fan • IHC 13 Tine 3 P1
Chisel ;how w Gauge Wheels • John Deere 7000 Plate Type 4 Row 36 Plante w Dry Fertilizer • 3 Pt 7
Rotary Cutter • INC 6 Row Cultivator • 3 Pt F'10 Seeder • 1100 Gallon Bumper Hitch 2 Axle Water Trailer •
1000 Gallon Water Tank • Two-Poly Tanks 1000 And 700 Gallons • Combine Header Trailer • Bridge Hrtch
. Set 01 Saddle Tanks And Racks ri Pump • 2-Ton Fertilizer Blender iii Newly Reworked Fairbanks-Morse
Scales • Various 8 Transport Grain Augers 38 To 60
TelecKeIRAILEf3eYEHICLES 1987 International Eagle Truck Tractor 15 Speed New *thee-ill-225
Radials Welk in Sleeper Complete Maior On CAT 425 Engine New Ciutch And Rear End A Rosd Ready
Outfit • 1984 Fruehauf Aluminum Pnesumatic Model HAB-F2-J 1200 Trailer 10 00R-20 Radials
SN 4EL009302 Meets All FDA Requirements Very Nice • 1982 Hirerkerye 42 Hopper Bottom Trailer
w 10 0014-20 Radials Roll Over Tarp • 1982 Foster 40 Hopper Bottom Trailer w 10 00R-20 Radials Roll
Over Tarp • 1987 Ford F. i 50XLI Lariat Pickup Loaded w Accessories Very We • Three-1900 Ford
F-600 Grain Truces irs Hoist 900-20 Rubber 2 Speed Axles Low Mileage • 1974 International Irvine II
Tri Axle Grain Truck 430 Del Engine 13 Speed Hendrix Suspension Twin Screw Air Bag Tri Axle,
10 0014-20 Radials 22 Bed And Hoist vs Double Tip Toppers Fined tarp Cargo Tail Gales Real Good •
1978 Ford 7000 CAT Diesel Engine Allison Automatic Transmission Hyd Lift Tandem, 22 Van Body
w Roll Up Door • 1976 Chevy C-65 Spreader Truck 366 Engine, 5 & 2 Speed Equipped w Chandler 12
Hyd Spreader Bed vs-rwin Fan And Sell Unloading System 48131 00-20 Terra Tires . 1968 While 10
Wheeler Twin Screw Dowel Engine 10 Speed 20 Bed And Horst 52 Sides • 1976 International Grain
Truck Omaha 15 Bed And Hoist 52 Sides • 1977 Dodge 2 Too • 1974 international Grain Truck w BM
And Hoist • 1975 Ford 34 Service Pickup, hlyt1 Tail ease An Compressor Fuel Tank, Tool Boxes • 1977
GIMC 34 Pickup • 12 Footane Geer Drive Spreader Bed • 18 Van Body vo Roil Up Door Side Entrance
Tommy Lrft • Four-48x31 00-20 Terra TIM, And Whees • 1987 Chevy Caprice Classic 9 Seale Station
Wagon w New Engine • 1984 Ford LTD Station Wagon
Two-L. we New Yamaha 350 Tensor)4 Wheelers w PTO Systems • Like New Yamaha PS-50 50 Gallon ATV
Pun Sprayer w Double Folding 24 Booms
cOrISTRIXTOCe. EQ1/1PMENT international T0-24 DOMIN Cable Blade Rear Winch Excellent Under
Carriage Sivi 1C456407 • Case W7 Rubber Tire 4 Wheel Loader Diesel Engine 80 Buceet - 20 Penne
Notch Tandem Dual Bowie Axle Trailer w Ramps
FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING THE EQUIPMENT:
CONTACT MR. HERMAN g. ELLIS AT 502-753-5451, DAYS ONLY
COMPLETE SE lift IllsiNNT DAY OF SALE' UP TO PATE BANK LETTERS A MUST"
II
0%10.44 I/ MIN 111011 4141/0154. 402 VIM 4•••
I Al 1141 14/11.111 50111 110/111
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JAMES
R. CASH
The
J
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AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY 42039
623-8466 Or (502) 623-6388
FAX a (502)623-8885

(502)

J
RC

CONTACT AUCTION CO. FOR DETAILED BROCHURE
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UI
or Rent

2 or 3br
Walking dis
le 753 5209

ale

with office
3 4509

shop Of
hs Air corn
er 4th and
$450/mo
'53 5960

Jp

tints
10rd

y furnished
campus
)3 0606 after

Ie roommate
br apartment
iniversity
or included
753 8477

apartment.
gerator turn
6148 alter

NEW 2br duplex Ap
chances energy efficient
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457

townhouse
appliances.
naintenance
753 9898

NOW renting 1 and 2br
apartments Call Embassy
Apartments 753 3530

1978 OLDSMutt, L F et
Regency 4 door, very good
condition fe950 436 5846
or 753 5077
1979 CHRYSLER New
Yorker runs good $550
753 9337 after 5pm

1987 GRAN AM LE 2 door
black ps/pb. tilt, air, stereo
cassette 759 4831

1979 FORD Granada 4
door 302 engine C 4 trans
mission Has a manufac
turd re built motor lAp
prox 12,000 miles) and
transmission (approx 8000
miles) asking $950 OBO
753 6619

1987 TRANS Am GTA
White/gold fully loaded
44,000 miles, extra sharp
Mornings 753 1442 after
lam 759 4137

1982 LEBARON 1 owner,
real nice, $1550, 1984 Pon
tiac Fero, nice $1925
1985 Cutlass Supreme
Brough in loaded, very nice
$3825, 1988 Firebird
sharp, $5500 1982 Eldor
ado, very nice $2475
492 8884

Used
Trucks

Northwood
4406

,300 r•r1c) De
Quiet area

Appliances
a) neighbor
o 759 4406

apartment in
al neighbor
versify Ideal
!tired person
53 8096 or

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Ky
Hardin
502 437 4113 EHO

Northwood
, 4406

TWO 2br duplex apart
ments Real nice 1 $350 1
with double car garage
$400 753 4389 753 5960

rnished ap
arnished
.r 5pm

Horn.'
For Site
2BR house for sale Close
to campus Call 753 3293
after 6pm

330
Rooms
For Rent
ROOM with private bath
room furnished, basic
cable, kitchen and W ,D
share $200,mo and a
utilities References ar d
$150 deposit required Cali
753 1826

k, neat and
res, paved
IC to with a
khy shop
showing

SLEEPING morn Refriger
ator in hall Private en
trance Zimmerman Apts
S 16th 753 6609

ate

340
Houses
For Rent
2BR recent!y rernode
Washer/dryer hookup A r
condition, electric heat De
posit and reference; re
quired 753 4729
NEWLY remodeled large
2br house Central gas
heat central air Appliances, floored upstairs
Good location Coleman)
RE 753 9898

091

380
Pets
8 Supplies

s St

AKC puppies various
breeds Shih tzu, Lasha's
Poodles many more
615 746 5355

IT V
4-42 Radial
orn Sharp •
ials 14 9Ruerp • 114C
9612 Real
• Super M
Original
at 3051.32
SN 003513
11319 Show

ESKIMO Spitz puppies
purebred Only $25 each
753 4667
HAPPY Jack Trivermisade
Recognized safe and effec
live by U S Center for Vet
°riflery Medicine against
hook round and tapew
orms in dogs and cats At
Southern States and better
feed stores

MAW Rear
g 25 Disc •
eve • John
:art rr Hyd
dies Units •
3 Tine 3 Pt
er • 3 Pt 7
der Trader •
iridge MAO,
inks-Morse

OBEDIENCE train your
dog with kindness Proles
sional trainer successfully
serving Murray area for
over 12yrs AKC German
Shephard priced to sell
Import and Champion sired
pups 436 2858

On 11225
load Ready
Radials
torn Trailer
'dials Roll
I Ford
Transtar 11
ig In
it Good •
Van Body
handier 12
8 White 10
lanai Grain
ruck w 0.4
5sits • 1977
P Entrance
der Station

age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
80 - 52.73

Services
Offered

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754

ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing, gravel, sand, dirt drive
753 4545
way rock
753 6763

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting plumbing, con
crete Free estimates Call
4/4 2307

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specificia
bons Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore. Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years experi
once Bobby Hopper
436 5848

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, opera
tor 30 years experience
Septic system, drive ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759 4664

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing, wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 753 4251

BUILDER, new homes
garages additions, remod
eling, framing, decks, pa
bos, solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Proles
sional service Glen Bob
bers 759 1247 leave
message

1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
cylinder motor $2500
OBO 474 8820
(111M ('him (•hlmney
1988 CHEVY S10 white, 5 Sweeps has 10% senior ciii
am discounts We sell chim
speed, low miles
ney caps and screens
753 7027
435 4191
1990 JEEP Comanche
COMPLETE home repair
sport truck 4000 miles
Carpentry, electric and
black $9000 436 5808
plumbing also appliance
repair Including retrigera
bon and AC 753 0318
520
Boats
& Motors

CARS

HOUSEBOAT good condi
lion 32ttalOtt 100hp Evon
rude complete kitchen
toilet and shower sleeps 4
$3800 436 5811

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings pole barns, gen
oral home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

HAULING yard work tree
removal mowing Free es
timates 759 1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for tree estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery Murray 436 5560

STALLONS roofirig & sid
ing 474 8064

St.

171 11 ST 4'4)14414E14E l's!
,.1,1,•rtunits
t
.r.•t
kr.n3Int husint., I
t
,
In hs
Sh.ttis
`th
•
I.., 'slskt
•'••

1r

Kil(FA I WWI. ,EiREAT
ld 'h.,
14X Al lEffilt
hrn k la114 /1 in hest art•A
t.
'
/sener
I.
rnhsAttny St ,1 i L.A3 ilr I>,

ON
s he Brisk

VAI.E1

560
Free
Cokimn

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with fuii
line of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
pebbve cost Free esr
mates without obligat,,,,
Day or nite 753 5484

;rE E to good r,orr,e /
week old p.ropies Cocker
`14.ariiel Irk. 1 girl 1 boi
left 753 66f9

570
Wanted
A wonderful family exp. ,
once Australian. E
pear). Scawd.naivian,
panese high school
change students amyl,.,
August Become a r
family/American Inter ,
Lvral Student ExchaCall 1 800 SIBLING

3
/
(4

T C Dinh Repair and M.:
tenance P
Electrical
Sewer 1210 '
Street 753 6 • '
753 0606 after ¶4r'

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

VCR REPAIR Wool J
Service Center c i•
servicing $15 rrc,.t
$35, all Grande,
Almo Open 9 12
Mon Fri 753 0535

•",r-vp by & see our showroom
40,Ind
:iv
1
B.414,

•

FRANCHISE
OPPORT ITY

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

You could be the owner/operator of a
new Midas Muffler & Brake Shop

LINDA'S Cleaning Service
would like to clean more
offices Currently serving
the Murray area 436 2270
MAGS Errand Service of
fers housesitting, grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 Refe,,,r,cer

3 DARLING puppii_
Collie 753 8974

i Li do plumbing All guar
&deed 4'.15 4 try.,

STEWART S Hauling
trash and garbage pickup
Serving all of Calloway
County 436 5236

in Murray, KY.

,‘8. 1101k

10 Toyota Tercel.,..,.....1,417
MR Chimney ".•
10 Toyets
cleaner 492 8561
NEW homes remodeling
'90 Toyota Camrf
pole barns, decks, outbutld
LICENSED for electric
530
1,917
19 Toyota Cam
gas. refrigeration Installa 'rigs. brick and masonry
Services
work 759 1039 after 4pm
bon and repair Free esti
'89 Tolot Cellica GI._ '11417
Offered
mates 753-7203
PASCHALL and Sykes dry
_. '16,487 A 1 STUMP Removal and FENCE sales at Sears finishing
19 $$
New homes re
Spraying Lawns trees,
or
33 Bad Pet At......_ '11,117 arid shrubs unwanted ants now Call Segrs 753-2310 modeling, patch work or
estimate for your additions 489 2376
free
for
Call A 1 for
'18 Toyot Cressda 13,487 and insects service
753 6902
needs
Glen
professional
ii Cheltraro 11,487 Jorner 753-0906
PLUMBING - Free esti
FULL electrical services
mates Affordable rate
Installation /repair
1137
Carpen.....
18 Tolo Cory_
ALPHA Builders
Same day service All work
Residential/commercial
remodeling, porches,
guaranteed 753 4200
753-7724
18 Pont, Boone. LE 1917 try,
roofing concrete drive
PLUMBING repairman w
mainte
Repair
GENERAL
painting
plumb
ways,
'87 Toyota Caolla...... 5,917 riance, etc Free estimates ing, roofing, tree work same
day service C,
14497
436-5255
436 2642
16 Cherf CIity
489 2303
16 Honda Accad 01 1,987
'5,917
16 Pont. Sunbid
16 Toy. Caola
'15 OCs Cera
14 Oils Dett
'481
14 Toyota C
With their picture and a special message
1,987
'81 Toyota Coro9a
71 Datso 2801.................
V
77 Datsun ............'2.417
77 Ford In
.17 V
71 Dodge De

U FLER S
BRAKL.'
Call or write:
1 800 327-0224
Richard C. Pope
National Director
Franchise Development
Midas International
225 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, 11 60601.7601

•.

l.irtr earfuls 1...•rn (In
mink iit
I .Stic21" Ir "..`
900
1,114 in Kliku•ii area
Owl 299 4E39 2433

The New Revolution
In Real Estate

;Thrill the Sweetheartin of Your Life...;

480
Auto
Services
r...,repa-r /5 '1314
5L11,/ jr ,dused tire-, r'e y
Auto Part- Hwy 1- 21'7
753 5500

Auto
Parts

V
V
19 Ford Ranger
V
11 Chevy
V
19 Toyota
'11 Toyota 4 ;toner...211487 V
11 Plrouth Voyager _11,417 V

the papei

Day!

\ a!entitle

TRUCKS

HEADACHE rack arid rails
bedliner, small Dodge or
Mitsubishi truck AM,FM radio and speakers, 14"
wheel covers 436 2825 '
490
Used
Cars
1973 FORD Maverick 4
door one owner low mi
leage $800 753 0463 at
ter 6pm
1978 LINL.ULN Cowin( •
tal $1300 436 2102 afor Luke
1979 CADILLAC Fleet
wood Limo mint condition
28 inches of stretch, new
501 commercial service
motor, new 400 turbo trans
mission, wet bar Will sacn
lice at ¶5.50000 or best
offer, need to sell immedi
ately Call Frankfort (5021
227 8015 after 6pm

••

4

TOYOTA

4

4
4

.•
ivervvvvrarviVIPIPIPIPIP,..v.14

-rs

c3:4_
e ().t‘

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Aubrey Hatcher
Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr

Bill

Carson Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love, Big Rs,
Barclay

)-.

'17 liazda
'6.987
'87 Toyota 1
'86 isfau
16 Fad F150 LT 414_1487 V
V
80 Toyota Pict;
10 Fad Asian 414 1,187 V
V
79*.CP

IFT7M1
515 S 12th
Pmc-,
Murray, KY
753-13f,r

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY

'lent 'Under
20 Pent*

1977 FORD truck 6 cylin
der, 3 speed $1200 0E30
759 1886

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

BURIAL INSURANCE

Gallon AT

1977 CHEVY 4x4 1974
International 18ft grain bed
tandem 1968 Chevrolet
pickup 435 4301

1985 TOYOTA Celica GT,
70K miles
04drir2r
759 1401
loaded
759 1515

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

IIWY_299!

1970 CHEVELLE $1250
1988 Ford Ranger pickup
$7900 1966 Ford pickup
$100 down 492 8884

One

residential neighborhood
Owner being transferred
arid anxious to sell Priced
in mid $50 s Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222

753-0375
1901 S. 12th

1969 FORD V. ton pickup,
400 engine with C 6 trans
misson $500 OBO
753 6619

1983 TOYOTA Supra, or
cellent condition Etwe,
trited windows Toyota
louvers. American racing
:Ilurninurn wheels. leather
Konwood stereo.
., tf
every option 98,000 miles.
asking $5.500 00 Phone
Frankfort 502 227-8015

460

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 map(
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works 753 2455

510

1983 CUTLASS Supreme
blue on blue less than
70.000 actual r der) $1900
753 8477

ONE room partially turn
ished sleeping rooms with BRAND new 3br 2 bath
home with central KA O•
shared kitchen and bath
feted at an affordable price
rooms, central 1-i/A Lo
cated 1'/) blocks from Fa $40s A must to see Con
tact Kopperud Realty
culty Hall $125,mo inclo0
ing utilities Call Camela at 753 1222
753 1492
FOR sale or lease 3br 2
QUIET spacious country bath condominium
753 3293 after 6pm
living 2br duplex with car
port 2 miles out 94W
ATTRACTIVE 3br, 2 bath
753 7951
brick ranch home, in quiet

2br apart
downtown

ANY remodeling building.
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632

1986 MAZDA RX7 Moon
root. gold, 5 speed sport
$6100
package
759 9568, 762 3378 leave
message

Free
Column

&mien
Otisreet

a Supplies

puppies
CALLOWAY Gardens/ SHIN TZU AKC
now First shots arid
Essex Downs now accept Ready
Beauties
mg applications for 182 wormed
8607, 52? 8637
522
Call
apartments
bedroom
753 8556 Mon Fri
A30
9am 4pm
Real
DUPLEX 2br appliances
Estate
redecorated Lease, depo
ATTENTION veterans
sit no pets 18027, A Mon
Home loans to purchase or
roe Avenue 1 527 7382
1 0 0%
refinance
DUPLEX with country at purchasers/90% refinances
mosphere 3br 2 bath, car
up to $144,000 00 Phone
pet lots of marble and tile Clarence Phillips Mortgage
Private yard concrete Company
driveway, wood deck Next 1 615 684 1029
to 121 By Pass Shown by
REALTY of
appointment 753 9400 or KOPPERUD
range of
complete
a
hers
435 4214
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
central 33/A appliances homes, all prices
toll free
753 1222
furnished Very clean Col
1 800 251 HOME Ext
eman RE 753 9898
711L
LEASE Clean small 2br
ap
with
apartment,
SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Con
plianoes Close to post of
tact Wilson Real Estate 302
lice park, college Avail
able immediately
S 12th or call Wayne Wil
son 753 3263
489 2741

560

510

530
Son,los
Meted

pew

Apsern01•40
For Rent

fiances. wa
enance furn
1 town Cole
9898

530

490

490

380

32E1

•
•

•

•

•111.11,

01,0+
John Hugs and Kisses
to You.'
Love,
Susan

Craig Love you bunches!
Karen

•

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

FEMALE
age 40 - $7.73
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.33
age 70 - 21.45
age 80 - A0.73

IP
IP
1/
IP
IP

Call
753-1916

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHE VROL ET
1991 Silvered° Pickup,
loaded 1109474 $30591 mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Pius tax. Tine 6 License
It Me Closed End Lease

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"

Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelines(no more
than four lines),along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelopefor the return of the
original photo.
Deadline for receipt of photos is .noon, Monday, Feb. 11.
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Thanks mom: 1,000's of 'socks' to protect M-16s

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Sally
Boyd
Mrs. Sally Boyd. 98, of Sedalia,
died Wednesday at 12:40 p.m. at
Riverfront Terrace, Paducah.
'She was preceded in death by
her husband, Harry Boyd, and one
son. William S. Boyd.
Born April 28. 1892, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of
the late William Leech and Eli•
eabeth, Horn Leech.
Mrs. Boyd. 3 retired employee ol
Merit Clothing Co.. was a lifetime
member of Burnetts Chapel Homemakers Club and a member of •Bur netts Chapel United Methodist
Church.
Survivors include one claugnter
\trs. Ann Cook. and one son, Fred
Boyd, both 'of Stayfield, three
grandchildren; three great
grandehildren.
The funeral will be Friday. at 2
p.m in the chapel of BSIM Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Re'. B.l.
H
Tate and James Shock:es

By CONNIE CASS
AS•ocIalad Prose WrItot

Jimmy Ray Leach
Jimmy Ray Leach, 39, of Dexter,
died today at 3:35 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital. Paducah. His death followed an extended illness.
Born Nov. 7, 1951, in Calloway'
County, he was the son of Prynthia
Cleaver Leach and James Leach
who died April 5, 1987.
A brick mason. he was a member
of Dexter Church of Christ.
Survivors arc his wife, Mrs_
Sherry Henson Leach, to whom he
SA as married on July 23. 1971. one

daughter. Angela Leach, and one
son. Shannon Leach. at home, his
mother. Mrs. Prynthia. Leach. Dexter. two sisters. Ws.'Joyce Mathis,
Rt I. Almo,. and Miss Linda
Leach, Dexter; one brother. Keith
Leach. Dexter.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Stewart Cemetery
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m Friday.

Miss Gold ie Hicks
Final rites for Miss Goldie Flicks
are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
The Rev. Dennis Norvell and the
Rev. Chester Culver are officiating
with music by Poplar Spring Baptist Church Choir.
Pallbearers are Larryrn Ifieks
Dan Hicks, Gary Hicks. David
II.,:ks. Jerome Hicks and Keith

Steele. Burial will follow in Flicks
Cemetery.
Miss Hicks, 72, Oaks Manor,
Murray. died Tuesday at 2:12 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include one sister.
Mrs Vannie Steele of Murray. nine
nephews and eight nieces.

•

Coal severance tax put off to 1992
_

Rap.: H.
1.3,•yd and J.. ery

:0.10Sk in13'47IX:IS
Chapel Chureh Cemetery
Friends mas call a: the tuneral
home from 2 :o 6 p.m today

Higdon adds
provision to
solid waste bill
s:a:: Sen. Greg H
,N,OTI :0 the
AtC mar,agemer,: bill that Ve0.,1.
seseranue ;43, 071 :2 cer.ls per Ion
pros:,:on Is in response 1.,•
.he Rnue C'ahmet's imerprela-

f-RANKI-OR1, Ky. (AP)
Itic
decision to put off consideration of
changes in the coal-severance tax
finally came down to a question of
numbers, Rep Greg Stumbo said
"We counted votes and it just
wasn't there." said Stumbo. the
House majority floor leader.
Stumbo said Wednesday head
counts in the crucial House and
Senate budget committees fell short
o: trie votes needed
But dela% is a: •

tnetftreverance liix returned to
counties. The proposal endorsed by
Gov Wallace Wilkinson and
;led on the special session agenda would have capped the return at
25 percenn
-The goal is 50 percent." said
Sen Benny Ray Bailey, D Hindman, the primary- Senate hacker of the proposal.
The formal action was taken dur.ng a House . Appropriations and
Rexer,a0 Committee meeting Wedrlesday morning when Stumbo
ree,eested the panel pas over the

..aders have promised
to .nerease the amour.:

.0c7a7: tax

Hi

meantime, lawmakers are
el,pe.:ed to form, a :ask force to
take up the seser,InH: !ax question.
Greg Stumbo s. .
II provide
an opportunity to examine altema::%e ways to distribute the money.
Currently. severance tax is
di% iJed ar.long counties ,that pro'al and those where it has tin
.mpaut.
as the 1(kanor. of
primary 1,-ansportation routes for
• .•
-: 90 counties
lax f',,nds.
inc

sess,or,
-Just about all :he major players
have :tha:

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — Claris"IC." Freeman didn't like her
son crawling through the sand with
pantyhose stretched over his M-16.
So she did what any Army mother
would do: She invented the gun
sock.
The "socks," resembling dark
brown leg warmers, fit snugly
around an M-16's housing to keep
out sand and moisture. Sock makers have produced 440,000 of the
gun covers so far to donate to U.S.
troops in Operation Desert Storm.
-They're not pretty, but they do
;the job," Mrs. Freeman said Tuesday as she stretched one of the knit
tubes over the barrel of a borrowed
rifle in her living room.
The wife of a retired Army colonel, Mrs. Freeman got the idea for
the gun sock when her son, 1st Lt.
Robert M. Freeman. wrote home
asking for old panty-hose to protect
his rifle.
He said soldiers don't feel silly
wrapping their weapons in hose.
socks or anything else that works.
Keeping out the sand is serious
business."Your weapon is a lifesaver.
Anytime you have the opportunity,
you clean your weapon -- at least
twice a day." said Freeman, a
member of the 101st Airborne
Division based at Fort Campbell.
Freeman vs as sent home from the
front lines in Saudi Arabia to
recover from a knee injury.
Wives who send boxes of cookies know to tuck in a pair of old
pantyhose. Freeman said. Others
hand-knit rifle' sweaters.
'Soldiers are covering up weapons with whatever they' can sew
up or find to wrap around them,"
Freeman said.
A gun that jams could cost an
American life, he said. But the
tangle of self-styled weapon wraps
can he dangerous. too.
sa
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Area legislators
support billboards

sock in place in an emergency,
Freeman said. If a soldier wants to,
he can leave the sock on all the
time by pushing it up on the hand grip when the gun is being fired or
cleaned.
Thirty hosiery manufacturers and
suppliers have given labor or
material to the project, Smith said.
Other companies provided free
transportation.
The Department of Defense is
distributing the gun socks, and
some have reached the Middle East
already, Smith said.
"We have the ability to supply'
these as long as the need exists,"
he said.
Mrs. Freeman said she never
dreamed there would be a gun sock
for every U.S. rifle in the Persian
Gulf.
"I started out trying to do something for my son, and ended up
with an invention," she said.

'There's a reason the Army
likes uniformity,'' • 'Freeman said.
'If one guy wraps his gun up his
own . way, nobody else might be
able to get that off fast. If that guy'
goes down, his buddy may need to
pick it up and use it

HOG MARKET
City closes street for bridge work

Mrs. Freeman decided there must
be a better solution than pantyhose.
In October, she asked friends in
the hosiery business for help making enough gun socks for her son's
battalion, the 1st of the 320th Field
Artillery Regiment.
Her friends directed her to Sid
Smith, president of a national trade
group based in Charlotte, N.C.
Smith, a Vietnam veteran, was
sympathetic.
"We used to write home for
plastic bags to keep the moisture
and mud out of our 'Weapons," he
said.
Smith convinced the National
Association of Hosiery Manufacturers to make enough gun socks to
outfit the entire U.S. force in the
Persian Gulf. They' borrowed an
M-16' and designed a cotton and
nylon knit tube to slide over the
main housing and site.
The gun can,be fired with the

1st It, Robert M. Freeman holds an N1-16 rifle inside the *gun sock'
his mother. Clarissa 'T.C.' Freeman persuaded hosiery makers to
donate to U.S. troops in Operation Desert Storm.

INSURANCE
Life Insurance
Level Term • Universal Life
Whole Life
FREE Help in Claim Filing For All My C,ents
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Lyon. according to Re; Lewis of Benton.
Rep. Rex Smith of Pad„.an
.
.,fficials
that he has been in Frank' .trt for two sessions now a7
• hears is why they can't d
hear

DES to sponsor
'Glory Bound'
The Marray-Calloway
Disaster arid 'Emergency Services
Rescue Lnit will sponsor a
singing featuring "Glory Boar.d
a fund-raising project on Friday
4.pr! l2, at 7 p.m. at Murray Sta.',
Lh.yersity's Lovett Auditorium.
Part of the proceeds from the
show will help pay for portable
radios and for a light extrication
L'Jc k
Members of the unit are urging
()(;:1l residents to help with the
cause when called upon.

oal may ,not
they have
on a major

,:.on line.
- 10 represent .

We Are Now Open And
Proudly Introducing Our Weekend Specials!
OUR FAMOUS: SEAFOOD BUFFET
t- Every Friday
& Saturday

SNAP

(Starts at 4 p.m.)

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KE„,„cKY
CABINET GDR NUMMI RESOURCES

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar
Included!
Saturday
Morning
Brunch Buffet
Sunday Noon
Buffet
Our Steaks
Are Huge

-----3_,_... .........___.

0

Are your loved ones protected financially if
you died today?

*Catfish fiddlers & steaks
*Baked Cod *Shrimp *Sea Strips
*Deviled Stuffed Crab *Crab Salad $685
*Shrimp Creole *Cole Slaw
*Hush Puppies *Steak Fries *Onion Rings

OUR FAMOUS:
10 OZ. PRIME RIB

4' .1

M.d r

$845

*Scrambled Eggs 4Egg Casserole
*Bacon *Sausage *Biscuits & Gravy
*French Toast *Hash Brown Potatoe$395
*Crepes *Danish Pastries *Cinnamon
Rolls *Blueberry Muffina *Orange Juice

OUR FAMOUS:
*Roast Beef *Turkey & Dressing $595
*Baked Ham *Six (6) Assorted
Vegetables *Cobblers *Cake *Banana
Pudding *French Bread

140Z.
T-BONE

$545
Only

,pe,r, ere.cipt

\--7
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,
.f, A =—,....-)

Whets Excellent Food, Courteous Service, and a
Pleasant Environment to Dino Is Our Tratidion.
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FINE DINING RESTAURANT

Preston Barrett

Also Owners & Operators of Majestic of Mayfield.
We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.

641 S., MURRAY, KY
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